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INSIDE:
Laura Pederson, the
former stock options
trader who had become
a millionaire by the
age of 22, will speak at
Murray State tonight.
Page 12
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MSU budget debate continues
MSU faculty delays
no-confidence vote
By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Ledger & Times Stall Writer

SPORTS:
Murray High School
named their boys and
girls basketball award
winners for the
1991-92 season during
a program Monday
night. Page 8

TUESDAY
March 24
WORLD
MONTERREY, Mexico — The
other side of Monterry was ripe
for cholera when it arrived this
month on a northern march that
could take into the U.S. Page 3

STATE
FRANKFORT — Free tickets to
a horse race — or more important, to University of Kentucky
sporting events — don't break
any legislative code of conduct,
the General Assembly Board of
Ethics said. Page 3

SPORTS
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Murray
State's Felicia Upton stood out
at the Vanderbilt University
track meet Saturday as she
claimed three firsts for the Lady
Racer track team. Page 8

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — Struggling
farmers who saw their crops
washed away by floods or
parched by drought may get
only pennies for every dollar in
losses when the government
sends out relief checks next
month. Page 3
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CANDY MATHERS/Ledger & Times photo
listens Monday during the meeting.
(seated)
Dr. C.D. Wilder speaks to MSU faculty as Dr. Ray Conklin

Murray State University delayed
a no-confidence vote in upper.
administration officials for two
weeks after Monday's specialcalled faculty meeting.
The original motion included
President Dr. Ronald J. Kurth and
the vice-presidents, but did not
include the board of regents,
according to Dr. C.D. Wilder, associate professor of biological sciences, who initiated the motion.
"The issue is not just faculty
salaries or athletics, but more
importantly the academic programs. We should emphasize ways
to reduce the reduction in academics," said Ray Conklin, president of
the Murray State Faculty Senate.
Although Conklin presided over
Monday's meeting, it was not

sponsored by the Faculty Senate.
At the meeting's end, a motion
was passed for faculty to reconvene
in two weeks to further discuss
proposals. The postponement was
given to allow the administration
time to submit specific reduction
proposals.
According to Dr. James Booth,
provost and vice-president for
academic and student affairs, the
revised budget reduction figure for
academic affairs is down from the
original $2.4 million to $1.2 million because of the fee increases
passed March 17 by the board of
regents.
"We are no longer jeopardizing
accreditation and may be looking at
(losing) six to eight faculty," Booth
said.
Kerry Harvey, chairman of the

Athletic director says sports budget will be trimmed
tic perspective to the lively debate
Monday in the Racer Room at
Stewart Stadium.
"Some debate is focusing on the
Despite public perception, Murbudget, but that's not the
athletic
ray State athletics will be trimming
told members of
Strickland
issue,"
year,
upcoming
the
for
its budget
athletic director Michael D. Strick- the media and athletic department
staff members. "The issue is
land said Monday.
With the recent budget cuts expenditures and what are we
sweeping across the MSU campus, spending on athletics?"
Scholarships have gone up (as
Strickland decided to add the athle-

By STEVE PARKER
Murray Lsidgor & Timos Sports Editor

tuition has gone up), salaries have years. "The goals are not realistic by taking cuts in expenditures.
"It will hurt," said Strickland,
increased, the addition of one or to meet OVC and NCAA
who noted that athletics takes up
two positions and inflation in the requirements."
An athletic budget of $3.2 mil- only four percent of MSU's total
areas of travel, equipment, insurlion
was estimated for 1992-93 budget. "1 haven't told the coaches,
ance, etc., have forced the athletic
department's spending to increase, (based upon previous years) but the but they will be hurt by it.
"We can't go below S2.8 million
department will operate under a
Strickland said.
The
and
fulfill the NCAA and OVC
instead.
budget
million
S2.8
been
has
budget
"A (athletic)
established but has ntever been current budget is $3.1 -million, (Ohio Valley Conference)
met," Strickland explained, refer- xx inch means the department is cut
page 2)
ring to the last seven or eight ti:ig over S450,000 in its programs (Cont'd on
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Chamber of Commerce elects board officers
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The board of directors of the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce met Monday to elect
new board members and approve a
budget for 1992.
The board members elected
were: Terry Isaacs from J.H. Churchill Funeral Home, John Williams
of Peoples Bank, David Parker of

Parker Ford, Bill Adams of Adams
Construction Company, Bob Valentine of Medical Claims Service,
and Bob Jackson of H.T. Marketing, who will be the industry
representative.
Each new member will serve for
a three-year term on the 16-member board.
The budget approved for 1992 is
based on a projected income of
S150,800. Total expenses for the

Chamber of Commerce are projected to be $144,301 for 1992.
The Chamber of Commerce will
be represented at the MurrayCalloway County Parks Board
meeting on March 11 at 7:30 p.m.,
in the Murray High School
cafeteria, to discuss the master plan
for the park.
The meeting is open to the public and citizens are encouraged to
attend and voice their ideas for the

parks master plan. The parks board
has hired a parks and recreation
consulting firm in Lexington, Ky to
prepare the master plan for the
parks and recreation department.
The public forum will be held to
obtain input for this plan.
In other action, the Chamber:
*Reported that the Fisher Price
project on the speculative building
is 90 percent completed. The building will be used to as a warehouse

for the expanding company
*Reported that there will be a
'Business After Hours' meeting at
Twin Lakes Office Building from
5-6:30 p.m. today, March 24th.
'Recognized a letter from Robert
DeZarn, Adjutant General of the
Kentucky National Guard who is
working on keeping the 614th
National Guard Police Unit in
Murray.

Train wreck
investigation
continuing

Pony patrol

FORECAST
Tonight: Increasing cloudiness
with a 50 percent chance of
showers after midnight. Low in
the lower 40s. South wind
around 10 mph. Wednesday:
Rain likely, especially in the
morning. High 55 to 60. Chance
of rain 70 percent.

(Cant'd on page 2)

FULTON, Ky. (AP) — An Illinois Central railroad investigation
into the head-on collision of two
trains which killed one man in this
extreme western Kentucky town
will take several more days, a railroad official said.
State environmental and local
disaster services officials on Monday finished cleaning up about
1,600 gallons of diesel fuel which
leaked from the locomotives which
collided at 5:10 a.m. Sunday.
Illinois Central transportation
supervisor Tom Utrcska said in
Chicago that the railway's primary
line between Chicago and New
Orleans was blocked for only about
14 hours-Sunday.
J.T. Atwill, the Fulton County
disaster and emergency services
director, said crews built dikes to
contain the spilled diesel and pits
to trap it near the crash site.. He
said he expected no contamination
of underground water supplies.
A National Transportation Safety
Board representative was also sent
to investigate the wreck.
Killed was R.G. King, 59, of
CANDY MATHERS/Ledger & Times photo
Bartlett, Tenn., said Coroner Joe
94 East. Cole.
Roxy the pony pulls Andrew Taylor, 5, and his grandfather, Larry Suiter, along on a warm day Monday afternoon off of Hwy.,

Committee okays campaign finance bill with runoff
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Wrfter

FRANKFORT, Ky. — A bill to
install a new campaign finance system in Kentucky is moving toward
the House with its most controversial provisions intaci
There were renewed attacks on it
Monday — amendments to delete
sections for a runoff primary election and partial public financing of
slated races for governor and
lieutenant governor.
But the amendments were

defeated as Senate Bill 221 cleared
the House Elections and Constitutional Amendments Committee.
Republican Rep. Ken Harper
tried to kill the bill's public
financing.
Voters "don't want any public
funds used for the purpose of perpetuating politicians in office,"
said Harper, of Crestview Hills.
Rep. Martin Sheehan called it
"the heart and soul" of the bill,
the only legal way to limit spending by gubernatorial candidates.
"If public financing goes out the

window, the spending iiMILS go out
the window," Sheehan, DCovington, said.
The bill did not clear the committee unscathed. Sheehan said a
number of compromises had to be
made to get S8221 through the
House.
A substitute bill Sheehan offered
would be less restrictive on political action committees, which could
mount independent campaigns for
or against a candidate or issue.
Sen. Mike Moloney, who wrote
the original bill, 6d Joe Terry,

chairman of the Kentucky Registry
of Election Finance, said that
would invite the kind of "soft
money" so often used on the federal level to get around campaign
spending limits.
Other changes included:
•Allowing gubernatorial slates to
take from PACs a quarter of the
money needed to qualify for public
matching funds. The limit would be
$150,000 for slates that spurn
matching money, and there would
be no limit on candidates for General Assembly or other offices.

The original bill put a 10 percent
PAC limit on gubernatorial slates
and a 35 percent limit for other
candidates.
•Limiting individual contributions
to $500 in gubernatorial races and
$1,000 in others. Slates would have
to disclose names of contributors of
$100 or more, but the threshold
would be $300 for legislative and
other candidates.
The original bill applied a $500
contribution limit and $100 reporting threshold to everyone.
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MSUfaculty delays no-confidence vote...

410,-

every issue. We empathize and
understand your frustration with
the roller coaster of state funding,"
Harvey said.
Robert Pilgrim, assistant professot of computer studies, said the
main issue with faculty is the question of equity.
"The question that has been
raised is between academics and
athletics and comes down to how

(Cont'd from page I)
university's board of regents urged
faculty to work with the university
leadership to find the best way to
deal with the reduction in state
funding.
"I think we as an institution have
to get a lot better at the way we
debate issues and come together.
Shared responsibility does not
always imply we get our way on

do you split it. Everything was a
roll call vote until cutting athletics.
when there was a voice vote. We
see that as a problem. Athletics is
the only program that can have an
overrun," Pilgrim said.
"I don't think any of us are apologists for athletics. The overruns
aren't acceptible. Where we do
agree is containing those costs,"
Harvey said.

Dr. Farouk Umar, professor of
political science and the previous
president of the Faculty Senate,
said a lack of communication has
been a reason for the current
problems.
"While I was president of the
Faculty Senate. we worked together
to deal with the athletic issue. One
of the reasons we are here is
because there has been no talking,"

Umar said.
Dr. James Hammack, professor
of history and faculty regent, said
care should be taken to ensure
academics doesn't suffer because
of athletics.
"My main concern is the quality
of instruction at Murray State. This
is not Jock Strap U. and we don't
want to become Murray Community College," Hammack said.

Athletic director says sports budget will be cut...
(Cont'd from page 11
work games will be cut down.
mandates."
Also, the sports information departStrickland said that the depart- ment will be gutted to the bare
ment will lose five to 10 staff necessities.
members, as well as cutting out its
"Anybody that says that we are
fifth-year program (for athletes not making cuts and not being
needing another year to graduate) good soldiers is incorrect," Strickand reduce its summer school land said firmly. "Our coaches will
program.
take it, won't protest, and do what
In addition, travel, number of they have to do."
events, equipment and uniforms,
The issue of dropping Racc'
office supplies and personnel that football or lowering it to the Di'
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WKU board of regents
to appeal court ruling

407 N. 12th. • 753-1725

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP) dith. But a Warren Circuit Court
— Western Kentucky University's judge later ruled the hiring was
board of regents voted Monday to illegal.
The board's lawyer, Guthrie
appeal a circuit court ruling that
the hiring of former Gov. Louie True, said she could not provide an
estimate of how much the appeal
Nunn was illegal.
Regent Danny Butler, who made might cost. But she said her firm
the motion calling for the appeal, would be billing the university at a
said it was important to avoid rate of $145 per hour.
establishing a legal precedent that
The regents also unanimously
might reduce the ruling power of agreed to hire Arthur Andersen &
future boards to hire someone with- Co. to do a special review of
out the approval of the university selected accounts -starting next
Monday. The action affirmed an
president.
Nunn was hired in January to agreement on a controversial speoversee an audit of university cial audit that was negotiated by
accounts, including those con- attorneys representing two regent
trolled by President Thomas Mere- factions over the last two weeks.
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Supporters of a mandatory seat-belt
bill worked to enlist last-minute
support to get the proposal through
a reluctant Senate.
Rep. Mike Ward, the bill's sponsor, scrambled for support from a
handful of undecided senators
before this afternoon's scheduled
vote. Among the Senate's 38 members, Ward said, he had counted 15
for the bill, 15 to 17 opposed and
the rest undecided.
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Monday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3:1-9-3 (ode, nine,
three)
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Local News Roundup
!ESP ARRESTS BENTON MAN

Harold Wilson Young Jr., 19, RI. 6, Benton was arrested at 9:30 a.m. Monday at the Benton Court House by the Kentucky State Police. According to
reports, Young was charged with two counts of theft by unlawful taking over
$100 involving two separate incidents that occurred in the Sharpe area on
James Titswonh's farm March 12 and 15. Young was lodged in the Marshall
County Jail and released on a $2,500 bond. The investigation is continuing
by Det. Jim Fennell.

STATE POLICE INVESTIGATING FIRE

The Kentucky State Police is investigating a suspected arson that occurred
March 21 at 9:51 a.m. at Mary Nell lndustnes, 325 W. Water St., Mayfield.
The fire apparently started from multiple points of origin. The investigation is
continuing by the Kentucky State Police, Mayfield Police Department and
Mayfield Fire Department.

POLICE INVESTIGATING CARD SCHEME
A 20-year-old Murray State University student, Randy L. Broyles, was
arrested Monday and charged with theft of services and forgery in the second degree. According to reports, the arrest resulted from a two-week investigation by the Murray Police Department into tht; alleged use of credit card
numbers by unauthorized individuals. Police suggest that merchants require
proper identification from customers, especially those using numbers only.
The investigation is continuing with additional arrests likely.

Legislators on both sides of the
issue predicted a close outcome.
"I'd say the scales are tipped
against it," said Sen. David
Karem, D-Louisville, who supports
the bill.
An opponent — Senate President
Pro Tem John "Eck" Rose, DWinchester — also said the Senate
"may be tilted against it at this
point."
Senate Democrats discussed the
seat-belt issue behind closed doors

1991 Mazda 132200 Truck

Aoornasc. SE Kan weave commie elc power

semonne, skeane reef glase

List

'11,146"

995°°
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BEREA, Ky. (AP) — A Berea
College employee carrying a handgun was arrested after a standoff
with police that lasted nearly four
hours on the central Kentucky college campus, officials said.
The gunman moved from building to building Monday, but no
shots were ever fired, officials said.
He was arrested without incident.
Housekeeping supervisor Garnett
Mundy was taken out of a campus
building by a Berea police chief
shortly after 6:30 p.m. EST, a college spokesman said. He had apparently made no threats, college
officials said.
Mundy eluded police and entered
two other campus buildings before
surrendering to Chief Ray Brandenburg, college spokesman Ed
Ford said.
M2ndy allegedly walked into
Draftr Hall, a landmark building at
the center of the campus, at about

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
Dr. James Dennis Riehm, a
— The pilot of a privately owned Bowling Green pathologist, was
helicopter was killed Monday when pronounced dead at the scene by
the craft crashed in Warren Coun- Warren County Coroner Kevin Kirty, state police said.
by. Riehm's age was not available.
The crash occurred just before 5
No one else was aboard the helip.m. CST in a rural area between copter, which was registered to
Drakes Creek and the Barren River Riehm, officials said.
in eastern Warren County about
Investigators from the Federal
two miles south of Bowling Green, Aviation Administration were conauthorities said.
tinuing their investigation.
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2:45 p.m. carrying a pistol, authorities said. The building was evacuated within a few minutes.
Ford said Mundy then left Draper Hall and entered a student dormitory. A student reported seeing
the gunman and a resident went
from room to room and asked students to quietly leave the building.
Mundy then went to a drama
center beside the dormitory, again
eluding police, officials said. But
again, a student reported Mundy's
presence to campus security.
Using a loud speaker, Ford said
Brandenburg asked Mundy to communicate by phone, which he did.
Brandenburg then entered the drama center and talked Mundy into
surrendering.
Mundy was charged with wanton
endangerment, terroristic threatening and fourth-degree assault and
taken to the Madison County
Detention Center.

Helicopter pilot killed in crash

$89
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during a caucus Monday afternoon.
The bill would make the use of
seat belts mandatory statewide, but
a violation would be a secondary
offense. That means a motorist
could not be stopped and cited only
for failing to wear a scat belt.
For seat-belt users, the bill
would require an immediate 20
percent rollback of insurance rates
for personal injury, bodily injury
and uninsured or underinsured
driver coverage.

Gunman arrested
at Berea College

$8,99V
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Only $348

every opportunity to compete on
the national level.
Racer football coach Mike
Mahoney, who is trying to get by
with a modest budget compared to
his OVC opponents, accepts Strickland's goal to keep basketball in
the limelight.
"I hate to see anybody get cut,
but you can't touch the goose that
laid the golden egg," Mahoney said
after the press conference.

Lang bee! 6 CybrIder etc, erfule
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1991 Nissan Truck
List

straight appearance in the NCAA
Tournament, which would have not
been possible without competing as
a member of the OVC.
Racer basketball, which has
become the dominant sport on campus, will not be affected by the
department's cutbacks, Strickland
said. In fact, while sports such as
football try to maintain a certain
level of competitiveness in the
OVC, basketball will be given

Senate considers seat-belt bill
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sion III level was raised to Strickland, but he quickly dismissed the
possibilities.
"The minute we drop football,
we're dropped from the OVC,"
Strickland explained: "It's not
rational to say. 'cut football,'
because we can't maintain our
OVC standing.
"Our basketball team would not
have been in Milwaukee last
week," he said of the Racers' third-
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Ethics board discusses lawmaker tickets

\Vol- 1(1

News of

Most of the board's other members said they didn't believe the
racetrack or UK were trying to
influence legislators with tickets.
"I have trouble believing Turfway was trying to buy votes. There
are other ways less open and far
more rewarding than two tickets,"
said Albert Dix of Frankfort, the
board's vice chairman.
Sen. David Karem, the board's
chairman, said the only issue of
interest to Turfway Park was Gov.
Brereton Jones' 53.75 million
program for race horse breeders.
The proposal has already been
passed by the House and Senate.
"What's there now to influence
on?" asked Karem, D-Louisville.
Baker, who opposed the proposal
for horse breeders, said the track
offered him the complimentary
tickets in a letter sent a couple of
months ago. The letter didn't mention any issue or legislation, he
said.

By BRUCE SCHREINER

FARMERS TO GET PENNIES FOR DOLLARS

WASHINGTON — Struggling farmers who saw their crops washed away by
floods or parched by drought may get only pennies for every dollar in losses
when the government sends out disaster relief checks next month. That's
because the Agriculture Department has only $995 million to divide among
thousands of farmers, nurseries and orchards that lost crops to bad weather
in 1990 and 1991. Lawmakers say it isn't nearly enough to cover two years
of vicious weather. As a result, USDA will have to spread payments among
producers. Estimates of what farmers can expect range from 10 cents to 50
cents for every dollar lost. Many observers believe the checks, which should
be mailed in mid-April, will be close to 30 cents on the dollar.

Associeted Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Free tickets to a horse race — or more
important, to University of Kentucky sporting events — don't
break any legislative code of conduct, the General Assembly Board
of Ethics said.
Sen. Walter Baker, R-Glasgow,
raised the issue Monday when he
informed his fellow board members
that Turfway Park had offered him
two complimentary tickets —
worth $115 each — to Saturday's
Jim Beam Stakes.
Acknowledging he might "open
a hornet's nest," Baker said many
lawmakers might attend the race at
the Florence track.
He said the same standards
should apply to complimentary
tickets for UK football and basketball games — a cherished commodity among legislators.

INVESTIGATING THE CRASH

NEW YORK — Federal investigators are looking into why a USAir jet that
crashed on a runway and slid into a frigid bay, killing 27 people, was not
de-iced a third time after waiting a half-hour in a snowstorm to take off. John
Lauber, an investigator with the National Transportation Safety Board, said
that in addition to looking into the plane's vulnerability to ice on the wings,
officials are studying whether its flaps were lowered for takeoff. Witnesses
said Flight 405 to Cleveland had just climbed into the air at La Guardia Airport Sunday night when it crashed in flames and skidded into Flushing Bay.
Besides the 27 killed, 24 others were injured. Some people were burned,
others were trapped underwater and upside down, belted into their seats.

A TONED-DOWN SHOWDOWN

HARTFORD, Conn. — Connecticut voters today settle the first direct showdown between Democratic presidential rivals Bill Clinton and Jerry Brown in
a contest confused by the sudden exit of neighbor Paul Tsongas. President
Bush and challenger Patrick Buchanan paid little attention to the Republican
primary. Bush's only campaigning was a series of Monday night satellite
television interviews from the White House. "I can't be a full-time candidate
like others," he said. "I've got to do my job." The Connecticut contest traditionally is toned down, sandwiched between last week's industrial showdowns and the April 7 primaries in New York, Wisconsin and Kansas. State
officials predict turnout will be below that of 1988, when 37 percent of registered Democrats and 33 percent of registered Republicans cast ballots.

'REPUBLICANS FOR CHOICE' ENCOURAGED

change their party's anti-abortion
i
WASHINGTON — Republicans hopingto
e Bush administration's easing of the
platform say they are encouraged b
abortion counseling "gag rule" and by plans for a spring platform hearing on
the issue. Ann Stone, head of Republicans for Choice, said President
Bush's campaign initially was leery of scheduling field hearings prior to the
Republican National Convention in August, largely to avoid a confrontation
on abortion. She and others said they lobbied hard for the chance to register
their opposition to a GOP platform provision calling for a human-life amendment that outlaws abortion. The party ultimately scheduled four field hearings, including a session on family, health and education May 26 in Salt
Lake City — one of the most conservative areas of the country.

Edward Johnson of Owensboro very thin ice if we tried to stop any
differed with his fellow board of these," said board member Tom
members. He said acceptance of Isaac of Bardstown.
the tickets might appear improper
among Kentuckians and urged the
board to delve further into the
issue.
On another subject, the board
declined to stop lawmakers from
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
accepting an offer by the Kentucky
Gov. Brereton Jones' ethics
Cable Television Association to
package cleared a House comproduce free interview shows. The
mittee, the next-to-last step in
30- to 60-second spots are sent by
the legislative process.
the association back to cable outThe bill, which generally
lets in the lawmaker's district.
parallels the executive order on
Karem, who ordered a review of
ethics that Jones signed his first
the practice, said 60 lawmakers
day in office, goes to the full
were interviewed in February and
House after wianing committee
another 32 in March.
approval Monday.
Board members concluded that
The bill sets broad prohibicable companies have the same
tions against private profiting
right as newspapers and radio and
from government service. It
television stations to interview
includes a provision that would
legislators.
prohibit anyone from going into
"Cable is another form of
a privte business they regulated
I think we'd be on
speech and
while' in government.

Ethics proposal
clears committee

"Where the price and service
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Ross Insurance Agency
EFIvw

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage

753-4175
Glendale at Whltnell
9-5:30
Sat.
9-7;
Mon.-Frl.
Hours:

753-0489

6th & Main

BUSH IMPEDING ENVIRONMENTAL SUMMIT

UNITED NATIONS — Delegates drawing up the agenda for a summer Earth
Summit say the Bush administration is impeding progress by refusin_g to
commit to a limit on greenhouse gas emissions and rejecting more Third
World aid. Sen. Albert Gore, D-Tenn., the head of the U.S. Senate delegation to the talks, on Monday urged President Bush "to change his mind and
summon the courage and backbone to make the right decisions and offer
leadership." The White House has refused to embrace two key demands of
the Third World: a mandatory ceiling on emissions of gases that contribute
to global warming and increased funding for environmentally oriented projects in poor countries. Poor countries, whose delegates have been reluctant to publicly criticize U.S. leaders while delicate negotiations are under
way, argue that they cannot curb pollution and halt the destruction of flora
and fauna without help from rich countries.

crimeYou
Can Bank On.

CHOLERA ON THE NORTHERN MARCH

MONTERREY, Mexico — Not far from the power lunches and billion-dollar
companies in this bustling northern industrial center, children play in rotting
garbage and old men scrounge for food scraps. The other side of Monterrey's tracks was ripe for cholera when it arrived this month on a northern
march that could soon take it across the Rio Grande into the United States.
Cholera, which has killed some 4,000 people in Latin America in the past
year, could be carried toward the border by rivers that feed the Rio Grande
or by illegal aliens who cross the river in search of jobs. Texas Department
of Health spokewoman Beverly Ray said no cases of cholera have been
confirmed this year in Texas. The only significant outbreak in the United
States was among about 75 passengers on an Argentine jetliner that landed
in Los Angeles last month. One person died.

House debates education bill
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

1

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Most lawmakers entered the 1992 General
Assembly intent on allowing their
work on education from two years
ago to remain intact.
But that has not stopped the
debate about the Kentucky Education Reform Act.
One of the critical points contained in the 1990 legislation was
local control, and that was the subject in the House on Monday.
Representatives defeated a bill
that would have required state
approval for all achievement tests
used by local districts.
The debate then strayed into
another important topic left over
from 1990 — accountability.
Rep. Roger Noe, D-Harlan, said
Sedate Bill 78 was needed to
ensure some basis for comparison
among school districts.
"There has to be some uniformity in testing," Noe said.
But Rep, Bill Donnermeyer, DBellevue, said local teachers,
parents and school administrtors
should have final say over what
achievement tests are used.
The House defeated, then
approved a stipulation that districts
did not have to publish test results
for each school.
"Each and every school is different," said Rep. Bill Lile, R-

Louisville.
Rep. Pat Freibert, R-Lexington,
said comparisons of individual
schools was crucial. "Parents cannot judge their children's schools if
they don't have information," she
complained.
Noe tried to rescue the bill by
insisting that it was needed to prohibit teachers from instructing
specifically on test items and therefore skewing results.
"This will keep down any
unscrupulous districts who may
want to fudge on the testing," Noe
said.
That debate was made academic
when the bill was defeated 45-46.
In other action, the House:
*Defeated SB28 after questions
were raised about its real effect.
Rep. Adrian Arnold, D-Mount Sterling, said the bill would only
require certified appraisals of property to be purchased by county
governments. But other lawmakers
said it would let counties condemn
property for any purpose rather
than just for public buildings. The
bill was defeated 42-45.
*Passed SB220, which would prohibit any local governments from
enacting rent-control laws. The
bill, which now goes to Gov. Brereton Jones for his consideration,
would reserve that right only to
state government. The bill passed
69-17.

Vice President; andJeanette
From frfilune }bung, Teller-Main Office: Howard Steely Executive
Fain. Vice President and Manager-South Manor Branch.

or over 1(X) years, folks in the Murray area have relied
on the Bank of Murray for financial expertise. We have
a tradition of providing services and advice you can
count on ... and we enjoy building a trusted relationship
with each customer. For solid experience to help you reach
your financial goals, You Can Bank On Us!
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RACEWAY AUTO SALES
753-9586

300 South 4th

Murray's Only '3,000 and Under Lot
Owner - Donnie Winchester
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2,950 1977 Datsun 280 Z
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1980 Camaro

1963 Pontiac
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Education opens doors and minds
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Former Soviet Union
splintering on political
and economic issues
By BRYAN BRUMLEY
Associated Press News Analysis

MOSCOW — Ukraine's fears of domination by Russia are emerging as
the main stumbling block to cooperation among the former Soviet republics that banded together in December as the Commonwealth of Independent States.
A weekend vote for independence in Tatarstan and the rancorous sumin Kiev show that the old union is still disintegrating and the
mit
of a true commonwealth remains "a dream," in the words of
i-kraine's president. Leonid Kravchuk.
The leaders of Russia. Belarus and Ukraine formed the commonwealth.
and executed the coup de grace against the old Soviet Union on Dec. 8, a
v.eek after Ukrainian voters overwhelmingly voted in favor of
.nJerendence.
R,:ssian officials are starting to blame Ukrainian nationalism for the
:as"re of commonwealth members to take united action on political, mili:ah\ and economic matters.
Lirair.ians. in turn, blame the Russian government of President Boris
Yc::sin for trying to force the other republics to follow its lead by. for
=‘,.7.pie. proposing nuclear arms cuts to President Bush or freeing some
c. controls last Jan. 2.
'ne ants to make sure its voice is heard in nuclear policy arid
that the price increases be postponed.
acts autonomously on these questions, and everyone has to fol'
.,. a:•ter her in uncontrolled steps, one foot after another," Kravchuk
in a radio interview broadcast Sunday in Kiev.
l_ts 'so Lukyanenko. leader of the __Ukrainian Republic Party, used even
,:ron;er words.
Fo7 Russia." said Lukyanenko, the commonwealth "is a means of
:he empire by limiting the rights of the republics. Ukraine and
republics look on the commonwealth as a step on the transition
independence and freedom."
S :7:Cc: December. civil strife has intensified in the Caucasus mountains
Moldova. And leaders of the republics have been feuding over
7- -...ea7 weapons. warships, oil, money, anything of any value.
The commonwealth has been paralyzed.
Lie the Soviet government before it, it has been powerless to halt ecohonhic collapse, stop civil war or agree on virtually any major military or
tica] question, Kravchuk said at the opening of the summit.
"R....biic opinion is growing that the commonwealth is a screen behind
h1J", republic governments are attending to their own problems," he
.a:J. By the end of the fractious one-day meeting, he said that for him the
‘ens name of the commonwealth was "a dream."
Yeltsin. meanwhile, has been wrestling with the very problems that
,N•e Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev from power — the splinterof empire.
-Two of the 17 autonomous republics inside the Russian Federation have
.r.a.lenged Yeltsin's authority, and the movement could grow.
In January:, Chechen-Ingushetia in the northern Caucasus declared indeT‘c7..lehce and forced the Russian government to back away from threats
H: military forces.
On Saturday. more than 61 percent of the voters in Tatarstan defied an
appeal from Yeltsin and voted in support of independence from Russia.
Of Tatarstan's 3.6 million people, 43 percent are Russian and 48 percent
Tatar. a mostly Muslim Turkish nationality.
Leaders of the oil-rich territory have pledged_not to secede from Russi'-; '.ne vote showed sentiment in favor of independence.

In celebration of Women's HisMAIN
tory Month, the local chapter of the
Amencan Association of University Women lauds the top ten female
students from both Murray and
Calloway County high schools in
recognition of their outstanding
academic success. For the past
Ledger 6 Times coltundst
eight years, AAUW has hosted a
reception for the young women,
and has featured a speaker who
talks about the importance of edu- tell them that I failed the first
cation in shaping future leaders. marking period of algebra in 9th
grade because I couldn't figure out
"We know that sometimes what "x" was all about. Or that I
academic accomplishments get got an "Unsatisfactory" in Home
overlooked," says Paula Hulick, Economics class the same year
past president of AAUW and chair because I never made the black
of the 1992 reception. "We want straight skirt I was supposed to
these young women to know how make, not to mention the matching
important their achievements are. black and white floral printed
and we want to give them their blouse that was supposed to go
share of the limelight."
with it.
This year's reception is scheShould I confess that I gave up
duled for tonight at 7:30 p.m. at the piano lessons at 14 because I
Murray-Calloway County Public decided that being a cheerleader
Library. The public is invited to would make me more popular than
join the seniors, their parents and playing Brahms or Beethoven
friends as they celebrate current ‘tould? And .what will these kids
success and ponder future and their parents think of me if
achievements.
they find out Miss Anker, the
As I prepare to give a talk to this newspaper advisor, fired me from
group tonight. I wonder if I should "The Bulldog's Bark" because I

Letters to tlic Editor
'Nation is hip deep in hog fat'
Dear Editor:
Finally!
A definitive explanation for the federal budget mess.
We always knew that Congress was responsible for it — but we always
:bought it was greed, avarice and partisan politics. I guess we owe Capitol
1ii:1 a big apology.
All those accountants and lawyers that control the House aren't greedy
-- they act stupid!
They've handled our money as if it was their money, and they've handled their money very badly indeed.
Now, they're falling all over themselves, and each other, making "full
disclosure" and "explaining" how this happened.
"My wife handles the budget and she runs the checkbook." How about
the bank never told me."
It looks to me that there's more "whine" coming from the single Hill in
D.C. than from all the hills of Napa. Sonoma and Mendicino.
It's no wonder the nation is hip deep in hog fat. It's obvious that the
current crop of elected "servants" can't manage something as simple as a
personal checking account, so perhaps we had better get more capable
employees working for us come this November.
J.A. Williams
P.O. Box 53, Hazel, KY 42049

Racer fans enjoyed NCAA trip
Dear Editor:
We want to publicly express our appreciation to Vacation Station for
the efforts they made in facilitating our attendance at the NCAA tournament in Milwaukee in support of our beloved Racers. The provision of a
2 hour trip easy and enjoyable. We hope that for
/
charter bus made our 91
future trips to the NCAA, more Racer fans will consider this very convenient option. Again, thanks to the folks at Vacation Station for making
our bus trip possible.
We can all be proud of the outstanding way the Racer basketball trip
represented Murray State and the OVC. Our fans can be proud, not only
of each member of our team and ow coaching staff, our cheerleaders and
pep band, but also of the folks behind the scenes at Murray State who
take care of all the details in making a tournament appearance a reality.
Thanks!
(Letter signed by Cathryn Garrott, Teckla Farrell, Lana Ferrell, Am Wilson, Elaine Paschall, Rita Shelton, Kenneth Shelton, Heath Shelton, Charks ff. Guthrie Jr., Carolyn Guthrie, Donna Herndon, Carolyn Ray, Patty
Thurmond and Alice Williams.)
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Constance Alexander

ather had died when she was 12,
and it was difficult for a family
with seven children to keep a roof
overhead and food on the table
without several paychecks.
One of the biggest tragedies of
my mother's life — and this is no
exaggeration. I believe — is that
she would have won the French
Award if she could have stayed in
school until 'graduation. She never
forgot it.
missed a deadline junior year?
When my mother was nearly 60,
I suppose there's a spark of hope
she
went back to school to get her
in the knowledge that through my
school equivalency diploma. 1
high
of
full
is
record
undergraduate
how much she enjoyed
remember
gentlewomanly Cs, my graduate
to
and how surprised
classes,
going
As.
transcripts are nearly non-stop
Indeed, there is a wealth of know- she was that she knew more than
ledge in the mere fact that my anyone else in the class. Of course,
grades and my appreciation of edu- she passed with flying colors, but
cation reached previously unheard- she was as nervous as a school girl
of heights when my mother finally the day my father had to drive her
stopped nagging, "Why can't you to Newark so she could take the
be like your sister Audrey? She test.
As Women's History Month
was always at the top of the class."
When I get right down to it, I draws to a close, it is fitting to
suppose my mother's message reflect on the women in our own
about education finally did get personal histories who have made
through to me, albeit much later all the difference in our lives. It is
than the poor woman had hoped. also appropriate to think about the
My own mother had to quit high impact education has had on each
school at 16 so she could go to of us, the doors and minds it has
work and support herself. Her opened.

,
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TiE DEMOCRATIC FIELD AT THIS TIME.
World Editorial Roundup

Brown: winning is not the point
By WALTER R. MEARS
Associated Press News Analysis

WASHINGTON — For a political rebel with a cause to argue or a
message to send, the presidential
primaries are prime time — a platform Jerry Brown is not going to
relinquish just because he's losing.
That's the difference between
Brown and the three challengers
who already have yielded the field,
effectively conceding the Democratic nomination to Arkansas Gov.
Bill Clinton.
With his strident, low-overhead
strategy. Brown can and almost
surely will campaign against Clinton all spring, picking targets on
the way West to the June 2 presidential primary in California.
The former California governor
knows the role. He's played it
before.
Brown insists he still can win the
nomination away from Clinton, a
judgment not widely shared. Campaigning for today's Connecticut
presidential primary. Brown called
Clinton a bluffer and said claims
that he has a lock on the nomination are only propaganda.
Perhaps, but the numbers are
not. With 965.25 delegate commit-

2 times as
/
ments, Clinton has 71
many nominating votes as Brown.
While Clinton has made no victory claim, and is careful to.note
that he's not quite half way to the
delegate majority he needs, the
process guarantees him a new crop
of commitments every primary, in
proportion to his share of the vote.
That share has been 50 percent
against a multiple-candidate field
so far, and Clinton's share almost
certainly will increase now that
he's one on one with Brown.
Brown has polled only 13 percent of the vote in the primaries to
date, winning once. Tsongas had
received 28 percent and had won in
five states when he dropped out of
the campaign last Thursday for
lack of money. His was a traditional campaign, far more costly than
the cut-rate challenge Brown is
waging.
With his S100 limit on campaign
contributions, Brown operates with
a staff as sparse as his television
budget, campaigns where his
chances are best and usually gets
there on commercial airline flights,
not campaign-chartered jets.
Three weeks ago he was in danger of losing his lease on federal
campaign subsidies, matching

funds that are vital in his lowbudget operation, because of his
single-digit showings in the initial
-primaries. His Colorado primary
victory voided that problem, and
now that it's a two-man race,
Brown is sure to maintain his entitlement for as long as he runs.
As the only Clinton challenger
left, Brown also is guaranteed the
exposure to keep advertising his
800 telephone number for campaign contributions.
Brown tries to make a virtue of
penury, saying he's the only vehi-,
cle for change in a system corrupted by campaign money that
gives influence and power to insiders while making average voters
into political ghosts.
His attack tactics are not unlike
those Patrick Buchanan used before
conceding Republican renomination to President Bush while
remaining a candidate and saying
he wants to get to California, too.
"You know Jerry, he'll say anything," Clinton lamented on Monday, as Brown accused him of
"shoddy politics" and recurrent
scandals, and said he represents the
attitude that led congressmen to
write bad checks.
Judging by Brown's prior perfor-

mance, the attack won't be easing
any time soon.
Brown was a late challenger for
the 1976 Democratic nomination.
He was governor of California but
then, as now, he cast himself as the
different Democrat. By the time he
got into the race in mid-March,
Jimmy Carter was the front-runner,
but it was still a five-way contest.
As governor, he'd shunned the
mansion and the limousine, saying
he shouldn't be living better than
the people who elected him. He
campaigned against the Washington establishment, as promising a
theme then as now.
Brown won in Maryland, Nevada
and California, and campaigned for
winning uncommitted delegate
slates in New Jersey and Rhode
Island. There was no stopping Carter, despite those and other primary
setbacks.
Still, there was no stopping
Brown, either. Even after Carter
had locked up the nomination with
a delegate majority, Brown kept
running. He finally yielded and
endorsed Carter during the national
convention roll call that nominated
him.
And that was before he got angry
at the system.

—Stateditorial Roundup
The News-Enterprise, Elizabethtown:
Hold the phone! Who are these non-Kentuckians trying to fool?
First, the state of Kentucky — based on the whim of one out-of-state
writer's theory — exhumed the body of former President Zachary Taylor
from his Louisville crypt to see if he had been poisoned. He hadn't.
Now, a New York architectural firm — hoping to be involved in the
planning of a museum in the Lincoln Memorial in Washington — has
floated a trial balloon that deserves to be shot down as quickly as
possible.
Swanke Hayden Connel Architects suggests moving the log cabin from
the Abraham Lincoln Birthplace National Historic Site near Hodgenville
to the basement of the Lincoln Memorial.

Many LaRue Countians think its the dumbest idea they ever heard. We
wholeheartedly agree. It's also callously insensitive to the heritage of the
1.5 million or so central Kentucky residents who base much of their pride
in Kentucky on living in the region where Lincoln — one of our nation's
greatest leaders was born.
Lincoln was born on Sunday, Feb. 12, 1809, on the Sinking Spring
Farm in that section of Hardin County, Ky., that is present-day LaRue
County. His birthplace is symbolized by the National Park Service's historic site. It's the only fitting place for Lincoln's traditional birthplace
cabin to remain.
Our advice to others: Find some other piece of history to tinker with.
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EDUCATION
Pictures fos this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County School District and edited by the staff of the Ledger &
Times. Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).
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Murray State University student, Sompol Rackchart, of Thailand,
spoke to Mrs. Pinkston's third-grade class at Carter about his country. The class had been reading folk tales of other countries. He was
the guest of student Stephanie Sturgeon.
Jared Lassiter (seated above) acts out "The Bean Eaters" by Gwendolyn Brooks as part of a poetry unit. Also pictured (from 1-r) are Shane
Raspberry, Derek Smee, Peter O'Rourke and Jason Leet.

to%
As part of Drug Free Schools Week, the Southwest cafeteria reinforced the theme,"Stay Drug Free" throughout the week with special
prizes. Pictured above in the front row (from 1-r) are Sue Gamble,
Jean Barger and Pat Sheridan. In the back are Tanya Drennon, Verleen Joseph and Wanda Jones.

Dave Hornback of the Bank of Murray recently visited second graders at Robertson School. He explained the history of money and
informed students about banking as a career.
4

Freshmen in Mrs. Greer's class at Calloway County High School prepared treats for the teachers to celebrate "Drug Free Schools Week".
Pictured (from l-r) are Jeff Houston, Todd Forsyth and Duane
Rushing.
Safety Pup and Murray State's Dunker encouraged Southwest students to stay drug free during a recent assembly.

Studepts of CyndrCohoon's third-gra6 class listen as Robert Volp,
professor of chemistry at Murray State University, performs a science
demonstration on acids and bases. Pictured from left to right are
Chris Faughn, Heather Blalock, Alissa Volp, Volp, Maggie Sasso. Sarah Quertermous and Blair Wagoner.

Mrs. Jacquot, of Murray State University, (who is pictured above
with students Billy Reed and Amber Cain) recently talked about what
worms look like, what they feel like and what they do.

Fonda Grogran's first-grade class at East Elementary invited the
four-year-olds from the preschool program to a bear picnic. Above,
students use marionette puppets to act out "Teddy Bear turn
around". Pictured (from 1-r) are Dale Oliver, Eric Holland, Billy Pittman, Felisha Prescott and Ernie Chadwick.

L
Ru

Parent volunteers Debbie Seay and Jane Barnett are working with
math manipulatives with Melissa Loveridge and Darnell Foster, of
Mary Gail Johnson's kindergarten class. The attribute blocks and circles allow for hands-on experimenting in sorting and classifying.

Preschool students at North Calloway enjoy a visit from "Safety Pup"
as part of North's "Drug Free Week" activities. Pictured are counselor Jeri Harrell, preschool teacher Joan Weber and "Safety Pup".

Birds of prey visted the third-grade classrooms at North Elementary.
Students from the Murray State University biology department
brought a red-tailed hawk and some owls to visit as part of an animal
unit. Pictured above (from 1-r) are Angel Henson, Thomas Gray and
Brent Cooper.

1
j
J

Seventh-grade students at Calloway Middle film middle school
announcements which are broadcasted each morning by students following Channel One-a 12-minute news segment covering world
concerns.
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Amanda Adams, a seventh -grade TVT student at Calloway Middle
School, was chosen as the Student of the Week. Adams (second from
left) is the daughter of Virginia Sisk and is a honor roll student who
is active in the History Club, Science Club and Beta Club. She is pictured above (from l-r) with Nancy Furches, of WSJP; Angie Murdock, TNT team leader; and Billie Wilson, of Century 21.
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Chris Compton, a sixth-grade student at Murray Middle School, was
chosen as the Student of the Week for March 20. Compton, who is the
son of Steve and Paula Compton, is active in the Murray Middle band
and his favorite subject is science. He is a member of the Boy Scouts
of America and Murray Tai Kwon Do. Compton (second from right)
is pictured above with Richard Farrell, Dian Boyd and Jobeth
England.

14
°lift Jay
First-grade students at North Calloway elementary enjoyed a midWinter "Beach Party" as part of a fun event sponsored by the North
Food Services personnel.
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MURRAY TODAY
Hospital reports listed
Five newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, March
20, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Forte baby boy, parents, Grace and
Louis, 501 East Ninth St., Benton;
Freeman baby boy, parents, Crystal
and Steven, Rt. 1, Box 417, Benton;
Perry baby girl, mother, Wendy
Allen, 709 Williams St., Paris, Tenn.;
Hudson baby boy. parents, Teresa
and Layton, At 3, Box 237, Murray;
Andrus baby girl, mother, Karen
Walston. Box 243, Hardin

Dismissals

A

Fayette I. Colvin, Rt. 2, Box 117,
Buchanan, Tenn ; James Nolan Harris,
1602 Richland Dr., Murray; Mrs Eula
Ann Hoffman. At 1, Box 182. Dexter.
Mrs Eva C Hooks, 303 Blue
Springs Red., Cadiz, Mrs Ruby Johnson At 3, Box 281 Cl, Murray, Thomas Lax Box 23. New Concord;
Ricky Litchfield. RI 3. Box 203M.
ML.rray. Mrs Monica Lucas. 703 Payne St . Murray Miss Che!sea J May.
Rt 2, Box 297, Hickory
Darreil Miller, At 1. 6cx 67. Almo.
Dr Jerry Mills At 6, Mayfield Kenneth Nixon, 216 Ellis Dr . Paris, Term ,
Mrs Lucy W Rose, West View
Nursing Home. Murray. Mrs Bonnie
Sue Smith, At 1, Box 76A, AIrno, Mrs
Agnes G Thurman. 1203 Dogwood
Cr , Murray,
Ms Virginia Worley. Rt 5, Box 766,
Murray. Miss Pamea Harrington and
baby boy 1143 Sixth Apt 5, Calvert.
City

Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Callowa!,
'County Hospital for Saturday,
March 21, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Earls baby boy, mother, Alice
McCoy. Rt. 1, Box 111D, Burnous
Mills. Tenn
Hartsfield baby boy parents, Elizabeth and Thomas, At 1. Box 16.
Farmington,
Deshields baby girl parents, Parre_La_.a.od Snort 1500 roach Estates. Lot
A Murray.
Lane baby boy, mother Gina Lane
319 Locust St Benton
Dismissals
Mrs Bonita Mart. Rt 1, Box 218.
2exter Ms Marjorie Crass, 1003 Man
St Murray. Carlos S Crouch, Rt 7,
3,28 Murray,
Jacob C Gooch, RI 5, Box 104.
Murray. Andrew J Gupton. 2223 Edinborough, Murray. Harold B Long, 208
Woodlawn, Murray

Specialty Items
Our Specialty
•

•Wedding Invitations
•Thank You Notes
•Paper Plates
& Napkins

711J
Iti. O'S DATEBOOK
‘

Ms. Edna Merrell, At. 7, Lynn
Grove, Apt. 6, Murray; Parvin L. Miller.
At 1, Box 247. Farmington; James
Norman, At. 6, Box 330H, Murray,
Pradeep Parlecha, College Cts
Apt. 315, Murray, Miss Connie R Pendore, Rt 1, Box 42B, Paris, Tenn
Mrs. Margaret L. Robbins, At 5, Box
179, Benton;
Chester S. Smith At 1, Box 135,
Paris, Tenn.; Miss Manlyn J Smith,
At 10, Box 152, Benton; Mrs. Ruby
Lee Smith, P.0 Box 235, Puryear,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Dolli• M. Stark, Rt. 4, Box 187,
Murray; Ullard Thweatt, At 3, Box 86,
Benton; Miss Karen Walston and baby
girl, Box 243, Hardin;
Miss Raquel Lee Wallace and baby
boy. At 2. Box 180, Hazel; Mrs Diane
Webb and baby toy. P 0 Box 38
Cumberland City. Tenn

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
The Calloway County Preschool Screening and Registration will be
March 30 and 31 and April 1 as follows: Monday, March 30, at East
Elementary; Tuesday, March 31, at Southwest Elementary; and Wednesday. April 1, North Elementary. Screening times will be from 10 a.m.
through 8 p.m. each day. Children who are three or four or will be three
by Oct. 1, 1992, should be screened at this time. Parents of eligible children may also register their child for the preschool/Head Stan program at
this time. Parents wishing to enroll their child in preschool should bring
their child's birth certificate, social security number, immunization
record, and income verification. Any children who are enrolled in one of
the preschool/Heart Stan programs for the 1991-92 school year need not
be screened at this time. Parents should call 753-7059 for an appointment.
For more information call the Calloway County Parent Resource Center at
753-7059.

Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday. March
22, have been released as follows:

Kirksey Ball Club plans sign up
Kirksey Ball Club will have its sign up for the spring and summer season
on Saturday, March 28. Boys and girls, ages 5 to 18, can sign up from 9
a.m. to 12 noon at the Kirksey Ball Field. Tryouts will be Saturday, April 11.
For more information, call Ronnie Smith, 489-2677.

Newborn admissions
Nash baby boy, parents. Yolanda
and Montrell. 900 Northwood, Box
F-37, Murray,
Staggs baby girt, parents. Lora and
Daniel. Rt. 2, Box 386, Benton
Robertson baby boy, parents. Angela and Raymond. At 1, Box 340-A,
Hardin
Dismissals
L C McKinney, At 5, Box 130-A,
Benton Mrs Hattie Kratz. Pt 2. Box
262, Puryear, Tenn
Michael Allen Pace, At 1. Box 266,
Hardin Miss Wendy S Allen and baby
girl 709 William St. Pans, Tenn ,
Ronald D Carroll, 1619 Catalina.
Murray, Mrs Crystal C Freeman and
baby boy. RI 1, Box 417, Benton.
Craine Trimble. Box 314, New Concord. Mrs Grace Marie Forte and baby
boy. 501 East Ninth St , Benton

Two newborn admissions, dismissals and two expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
.for Monday, March 23. have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Cunninghamn baby boy, parents.
Tinia and Randy. At 1, Box 746,
Dexter.
Keeler baby girt parentsr. Jeannine
and Earl, 115 Blue Spnngs Dr., Cadiz
Dismissals
Mrs Martha Yearry, At 5, Box 556.
Murray. Miss Krisde Kanachki, Rt. 4,
Box 183A, Murray; Bud Ryland, 4518
Crystal Rd., Union City. Tenn.,
Albert Knight, Rt. 1, Hardin; Jerry
Veazey. Rt. 4, Box 183, A-1. Murray.
Henry Orr, P O. Box 239, Hazel,
Miss Jina Lane and baby boy, 319
Locust St., Benton, Mrs. Mary Lou
Benefiel and baby girl. At 2, Holmes
Road, Benton,
Mrs Teresa Hudson arid baby boy.
Rt. 3, Box 237. Murray, Mrs Alice
McCoy and baby boy. Rt. 1, Box 111
D. Bumpus Mills, Tenn ,
Mrs. Jan Mansfield and baby boy.
Rt. 1. Box 16, Farmington; Mrs. Pamela DeShields and baby girl, 1500
Coach Estates, Lot AO, Murray.

Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Gantt

Anniversary reception
scheduled on Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Gantt of Rt. 2. Murray, will be honored at a
reception in celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary.
The event, hosted by their children and grandchildren, will be on Saturday. Maxch.28, from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Fellowship Room of University
Church of Christ, U.S. Highway 641 and 121 Bypass, Murray.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend. The couple.requests that
guests not bring gifts.
The family requests that persons send them a personal note or card. A
scholarship through the Murray State University Foundation has been set
up in their honor and support for this would be appreciated.
Mr. and Mrs. Gantt were married March 28, 1942, in Louisville. Cecil
B. Douthitt performed the ceremony at his home.
Their attendants were Vernon Campbell, uncle of Mr. Gantt. and Vivian Campbell.
Mr. Gantt is retired from Murray State University.
They have two sons, Vernon Gantt and his wife, Dolores, and their
children, Michelle and Darren, of Murray; and James Gantt and his wife,
Kay, and their children, Heather and Jenny, of Atlanta. Ga.

/etas hear Price speak

24-hour Program Information
!SO.?, 753-3314

March 26-28 at 8 p.m.
March 29 at 2 p.m.

759-1752
NOW IN PROGRESS

SPRING SALE
GRABER• Mini Blinds

60oh,,

_

Dr. Bill Price, left, shows Lula Belle Hodges, right, chairman of the
Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club, an English granite
ware teapot trimmed with pewter. This is just one of the items he
talked about in his program on "Preserve That Old Kettle So Blackened and Worn" at the February meeting of the department. Price, a
professor at Murray State University, with his wife, Martha, own
Miss Martha's Antiques at Hazel. Hostesses were Marie Deal, Pauline
McCoy, Jo Elkins, Katherine Russell and Minnie Craig. The department will meet Thursday, March 26, at 7 p.m. at the club house. Sally
Guy will present a program on "Communicate in Color: I Know
Something Good About You." Hostesses will be Mildred RobertsonNewton, Martha Broach, Marjorie Shroat Dunn, Helen Hodges, Rose

All

Includes New Arrivals
25-30% Off
All Books
•
____"Pt*"1410
gt..41'
Ij

306

Main

St.

759-4979

Lessons planned by homemakers
Calloway County Extension Homemaker lessons for April are 'Sensational Shoes' and 'Home Furnishings Update.' The seminar on 'Customizing
Shoes' will be Wednesday, March 25, from 10 a.m. to 12 noon at Calloway
County Public Library. The marbleizing technique will be demonstrated. Participants wanting to practice the technique will be charged $1 and need to
bring a pair of white canvas shoes with them. The'Home Furnishings' seminar will be Tuesday. March 31, from 10 a.m. to 12 noon at Calloway County
Public Library. The seminar will cover new trends in colors, fabrics and
design. The public is invited to attend, according to Karen Hicks, CEA for
Home Economics, Calloway County Extension Service.

Kindergarten registration at Eastwood Christian Academy will be held during this week. There is a limited class enrollment and applications will be
accepted on first-come-first-serve basis. The academy is located on Highway 94 East of Murray. For more information Call Eastwood Academy,
753-7744.

Hazel Cleanup Day Saturday
Hazel Cleanup Day will be Saturday, March 28, from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
This event, sponsored by Hazel Baptist Church, will be at the Hazel Park
near the Hazel Community Center. A potluck supper will be served at 6 p.m.
following the work by the group. All residents and interested persons are
invited to take part in the cleanup, a spokesperson said.

Hospital retirees will meet Monday

Gospel singers give programs

Retirees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Monday, March
30, at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade, This is for all retirees and for any persons
who have ever worked at the hospital. This event has beetiochanged to the
last Monday night of the month. For more information call Nancy McClure or
Lottie Brandon.

The Gospel Singers of Poplar and pianist for the singers.
Lillian Butcher was guest singer
Spring Baptist Church made their
monthly visit to West View Nurs- at Fern Terrace.
Gospel singers were Sue Camping Home at 10:30 a.m. and to Fern
Bobbie Cook, Nancy Futrell,
bell,
Monon
Terrace Lodge at 1 p.m.
Faye Hughes, Helen Nance, Robbie
day. March 16.
The Rev. Dennis Norvell gave Paschall, Bill Reamer, Marlene
the devotions and led in prayers. Waldrop and Muriel Wright.
Thme group had lunch at Sirloin
Nancy Futrell read the birthdays
Stockade.
for March_ Louise Short is director

thru March 31st

In-Stock Wallpaper On Sale

Calloway County Homemakers will continue quilting on their Bicentennial
Quilt at Goshen United Methodist Church. This will be from 1 to 3 p.m. each
Tuesday and Thursday. Experienced quilters are welcomed to participate.

Marie Bryan and Ruth Oney.

NI ‘,..,r r
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Quilting by homemakers

Eastwood registration planned

Southside Shopping Center
759-4796

off Arcadia Drive
City-County Park
For Reservations
Call:

reservations must be made by Friday, March 27. For reservations call Men's
Basketball at 762-6804.

Kindergarten registration for the Murray City Schools will be tonight
(Tuesday) from 5 to 7 p.m. at Robertson School cafeteria A child must be
five years old on or before Oct. 1 to enroll in kindergarten. Enrollment forms
will be completed. Students and parents are encouraged to visit the kindergarten rooms and meet the teachers as well as visiting the Writing-to-Read
Lab. The state requires all students entering a Kentucky school to present a
valid immunization certificate, a negative TB skin test, a copy of the physical
examination form and an official copy of the student's birth certificate. All
parents of kindergarten age children are encouraged to register their child
on Tuesday.

"Best Prices In Town-

THIS WEEK!
THE COCKTAIL
HOUR
By A_ R Gurney

Murray State University Men's Basketball Banquet will be Monday, March
30, at 7 p.m. at Curris Center Ballroom. Tickets will be $12 per person and

Kindergarten registration tonight

Silk Screening
T-Shirts, Caps etc...

QUICKPRINT

Basketball banquet Monday

The Good Shepherd United Methodist Church Women will host the Paris
District Day Apart on Sunday, March 29, at 2 p.m. The featured speaker will
be Mrs. Effie Kemp, a member at First United Methodist Church, Murray.
She will share with United Methodist Women her experiences in mission
projects as a nurse. All women are invited to attend the Day Apart.

Mann Thorn, West View Nursing
Home. Murray: Nancy Williams, 1710
Martin's Chapel Road, Murray

Much, Much More

Murray-Calloway County Girls Softball Association will meet Thursday,
March 26, at 7 p.m. at the South Branch of Peoples Bank. A discussion
about the Murray-Calloway Park and the 1992 ball season will be held. This
is for girls, ages 7 to 19. All interested players and coaches are urged to
attend. For more information call Ricky Alexander, 753-5933, or Beverly
Turner, 753-1636 after 5 p.m.

Good Shepherd to host Day Apart

Expirations

•Ink Rubber Stamps

Girls Softball meeting Thursday

Hello Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city,
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Reoresentative, It's my iob to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
Sy brbtging you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable busin••• In your new
narighbortmod And mot• Call

MURRAY
is A

_
.elcomeltuvk
Town

' Winne 753 3079
Wafts* Kathryn
Nostess Ingsborg King 492 f13411

PUBLIC NOTICE

Compassionate Friends to meet
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday, March 26, at 7:30 p.m. in
board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is a group comprised
of those who have lost an infant, child, or young aduft through accident,
syndrome (SIDS). stillbirths or miscarriages.
pool
illness, sudden infant death
•who listen and who offer support,' accord'You will has contact with
ing to Chapter Leader Hilda Bennett, For more information call Bennett at
428-8324 or Chaplain Rebecca Church, 762-1274.

German Shepherd Dog Club to meet
The German Shepherd Dog Club of West Kentucky will meet Thursday,
March 26 at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. The public is invited
to attend the meeting. For additional information call Mary Adelman at
436-2858.

Club dinner scheduled on Friday
Murray Country Club will have a sit-down dinner on Friday, March 27,
with serving to start at 7 p.m. The menu will b• grilled pork tenderloin, twice
baked potato, salad, vegetable, roll and dessert. The cost will be $9 per
person. Reservations must be made by Friday noon by calling 753-8113.
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Need Line Singing Saturday

CALENDAR
Tuesday, March 24
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion
Hall, South Sixth and Maple
Streets, Murray.
First Baptist Church events
include Mothers's Day Out/9:30
a.m. and Praise/6 p.m.

Wednesday, March 25
First Christian Church events
include Evangelism Committee/12
noon/Pagliai's; Christian Family
Fellowship/5:15 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7 p.m.

Murray Lions Club/6:30
p.m./Murray Woman's Club House.

Teleconference on "Education
2000: The Nature and Role of
Assessment in the 21st Century"/2
p.m./Barkley Room, CUR'S Center,
Murray State University. Admission free.

FBLA Regionar Conference/8
a.m.-6 p.m./Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University.
Info/762-4257.

Alcoholics Anonymous open
meeting/11 a.m./American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.

Lecture on "How To Become a
Millionaire" by Laura Pederson,
market expert/7:30 p.m./Curris
Center ballroom, Murray State University. Admission free.

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/
Whitlock, Tenn./9-11 a.m.

Pianist Greg Varner, Kansas City/
recital/8 p.m./Annex Recital Hall,
'Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University. Admission free.
Murray High School Freshmen
Open House/7 p.m.
•Murray Branch of AAUW social
for top 10 girls from Murray and
Calloway High Schools/7:30
p.m./Calloway County Public

Nicole Rae Bazzell,fiancee
of Benjamin Phillip Bryan III

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Lenten Bible Study/10:30
a.m.; CRS/6 p.m.; Communion
service/6:30 p.m.; H.S. PSR/7 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes' events
include Iron Industry/10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m./Homeplace; Feeding
Time of Fallow and White-tailed
Deer/9:15 a.m./Nature Center;
Seven Wonders of the Solar
System/11 a.m. and 2 p.m./Visitor
Center.

Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
Hall.

Bible Classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.

Singles Organizational Society/7
p.m./Chamber of Commerce. Info/
Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne,
753-0224, Sharon, 1/-527-9748, or
Rebekah, 1-247-5765.

Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.

Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Recovery/7 p.m./Red Cross Chapter House, Mayfield.
Info/1-247-5469.
Wednesday, March 25
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
Bereavement Support Group/9:30
a.m./Hospice Office, MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Oaks Country Club Ladies
Bridge/9:30 a.m.
Free golf clinic for women, weather permitting/10:30 a.m./Murray
Country Club.
Calloway County Public Library
events will include Parents and
Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story Hour/10:30
a.m.
Senior Citizens' Golf League/9
a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.
Oak Grove Baptist Church/prayer
meeting, RAs and GAs/7:30 p.m.
New Life Christian Center/prayer
and praise/7 p.m.

The Neighbors Quartet of Benton will be one of three featured groups
at a gospel singing for the benefit of Need Line on Saturday, March
28, at 7 p.m. at the George Weaks Community Center, Poplar Street,
Murray. Members of the group are Ron Lyles, Sandra Lyles, Sandy
Wright, Joe Moreland and Jim Wright. Other groups to be featured
include The King's Sons of Murray and Glory Bound of Paris, Tenn.,
according to Dwane Jones, coordinator of the event. No admission
will be charged, but a free will offering will be taken for Need Line.
The public is urged to attend, Jones said.

Marr descendants gather
for event at Grogan home

Grace Baptist Church events
include Children, Youth, CollegeCareer and Adult Bible Studies/7
p.m.; Weekly Workers' meeting/8
p.m.

Descendants of Sam and Azalee
Dick Marr gathered on Friday, Feb.
28, at the home of Judy Ward Grogan for a potluck luncheon.
Tables were placed in the den
and sun room, along with the
dining room. Decorations of pastel
flowers and candles were used on
the tables.
A prayer of Thanksgiving was
given by Joe Pat Ward.
This was also the occasion of the
birthday of Murrell Smith, a granddaughter of the Marrs.
Those attending were the
following:
Robbie Bucy and Wendell Allbritten, children of Bluf and Nola
Marr Allbritten;
Aubema Perkins and Halloween
Vinson, children of Roy and Cecille Marr;
Mary Boggess, Murrell Smith
and Lillian Ferguson, children of
Jerry and Shellie Marr Allbritten;
Audrey Hendon, Lorene Smith

Memorial Baptist Church events
include supper/6 p.m.; Workers'
meeting/6:15 p.m.; Prayer
Service/7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8
p.m.

Two births
announced

Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p.m./Christian Science Church.

Laurene Elizabeth Young
Capt. and Mrs. Mark Young of
Fort Polk, La., are the parents of a
daughter, Lauren Elizabeth Young,
born on Monday, Feb. 3, at 10:28
a.m. at Bayne Jones Hospital at the
base. The mother is the former Alicia Fowler. They have one son,
Matthew, 3. Grandparents are Mrs.
Jessie Faye Young and the late
Alfred Young of Murray and Dr.
and Mrs. Roy Fowler of Athens,
Tenn. Great-grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Arden Ross of Lone Oak.

Dexter Baptist Church
worship/6:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/9:30 a.m.;
Teacher Training/6 p.m.; Fellowship Supper/5:30 p.m.; Library
open/6:30 p.m.; Klaymata and
Children's Choirs/6:30 p.m.; Prayer
meeting/6:45 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir/7:45 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/I0 a.m.; Bell Choir/4 p.m.;
Youth Club/5 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7:30 p.m.

Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Mid-Week Bible Study aU
youth mission organizationsr7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church events
include mission organizations/7
p.m.

Calloway Middle School
Band members participate
at Murray State festival
Thirty-six members of the Calloway County Middle School Band
participated in the Kentucky Music
Educator's Association Solo and
Ensemble Festival held recently at
Murray State University.
The students performed solo
compositions as well as those for
small ensemble. The performances
were judged on the qualities of the
music such as tone, technique,
musical expression, intonation,
balance and overall music effect.
Those receiving a superior ratingwere as follows:
Angie Curtis, Catherine Riley,
Melissa Johnson, Dede Joseph,
Julie Seefeldt, Rhea Ann Wright,
and Susie Hale, clarinet solos; Jay
Stark, tuba solo; Matt Pate, French
horn solo; Jamie Burkeen, snare
drum solo; Tiffany Hale, Holly
Leslie, and Julie Myatt, trumpet
solos; Kathy Kobraeli and Jennifer
Hoffman, flute solos; Melissa
Baired, bell solo; Kelly Felts and
Hillard Lyons, mixed woodwind
dttet; and Rhea Ann Wright, Julie
Seefeldt and Dede Joseph, clarinet
trio.
Those band members earning
excellent ratings were as follows:
Jay Kelso, alto sax solo; Matt
Morgan, trombone solo; Misty Stephens, Tracey Crowder and Brenda
Washer, clarinet solos; Lance Cherry and Jay Stark, low brass duct:

and Opal Crowell, children of Kelly and Mary Marr Smith;
Neva Holmes and Euple Ward,
great-granddaughters; J.T. Valentine, great-grandson; Judy Ward
Grogan, great-great-granddaughter.
Other relatives and friends who
enjoyed the occasion were Gene
Holmes, Sallie Valentine, Joe Pat
Ward, Sadie Allbritten and Lavell
Beall.

Bazzell and Bryan
engagement announced
The engagement of Miss Nicole Rae Bazzell to Benjamin Phillip Bryan
III, son of Phil and Sarah Bryan of Murray, has been announced by her
parents, Dan and Marilyn Bazzell of Calloway County.
The couple was honored by the immediate family and close friends at
an engagement celebration at the home of the bride-elect's parents on
Saturday, March 14.
Miss Bazzell is the granddaughter of Dewey and Cotiel Bazzell, and
Odell Youngblood Reynolds and the late Freeland Youngblood of Calloway County.
Mr. Bryan is the grandson of Phillip and Ruth Bryan and the late
Marion and Alice Thacker of Frankfort._
The bride-elect is a 1987 graduate of Calloway County High School.
She will receive her B.S. degree in Psychology with a minor in Child
Development from Murray State University this year. She is an alumn of
Alpha Omicron Pi social sorority.
The groom-elect is also a 1987 graduate of Calloway County High
School. He will receive his B.S. degree in Business Administration,from
Murray State University this August. He is a member of Lambda Chi Alpha social fraternity. He is a sergeant in the Kentucky Army National
Guard and is employed at Murray Country Club.
Wedding plans are incomplete.

The United Way of
Murray-Calloway County
invites
Contributors
and
Agencies
to the

Annual Membership Meeting
on Tuesday, March thirty-first
at seven o'clock p.m.
at the National Scouting Museum

IMPORTANT

Carmen Jean Harris
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Harris of Rt.
2, Buchanan, Tenn., are the parents
of a daughter, Carmen Jean Harris,
born on Friday, Feb. 28, at MurrayTroy Geurin, French horn solo; Jon Calloway County Hospital. The
Emstberger, snare drum solo; Tho- baby weighed 10 pounds and 12
mas Wilcox and Chris Prescott, ounces. The mother is the former
trumpet solo; Jennifer Shaffer and Theresa Crenshaw. Grandparents
Susie Richter, flute solos; and Kel- are V.G. and Audrey Harris of
Buchanan, Tenn., and David and
ly Felts, oboe solo.
Ratings of good went to Kimber- Maxine Crenshaw of Newbern,
Tenn.
ly Stalls and Heather Allen.
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SPORTS
Underdog Minutemen want revenge over UK
AMHERST, Masst (AP) — The
phones were ringing,, the messages
were sorted into piles five and six
high, and Massachusetts basketball
coach John Calipari was shaking
his head in frustration.
Everything at his campus office
Monday showed that his longunderrated, overachieving team has
• finally gained national recognition
— and, with it, self-respect.
Even Caliph, who has elevated
lowering expectations into an art
form, was not ruling out the formerly unthinkable: an NCAA

Upton wins
3 events at
Vandy meet
Staff Report
Murray Liadgior & Tirna•

NASHVILLE—Murray
State's Felicia Upton stood out
at the Vanderbilt Invitational
track meet Saturday as she
claimed three firsts for the Lady
Racers track team.
Upton claimed firsts in the
200-meter (23.8 seconds) and
400-meter (54.9) dashes, and
teamed with Heather Samuel,
Alicia Glover and Anna Cherry
to win the 1600-meter relay in a
time of 3 minutes, 53.9 seconds.
Also taking firsts for the Lady
Racers in the meet were Glover
in the 100-meter hurdles (14.8)',
Cherry in the 800-meter run
•.2:21.3) and Rebecca Burnett in
the 1500-meter run (4:52.8).
On the men's side, Murray
State swept the horizontal jumps
as Chris Barber claimed the
triple jump (44 feet, 9 1/4
inches). while Adrian Scott was
the top !caper in the long jump
.22-8 118). Brian Church also
•,:icked up a first for the Racers
in the field events with a toss of
46-11 1/2 in the shot put.
In the running events, Terry
Harewood, Carl Dillard, Stevon
Roberts and Seibert Straughn
combined to win the 1600-meter
relay in 3:11.3. Roberts (1:50.5)
and Dillard (1:51.9) finished
one-two in the 800 meters,
while Lyndon Hepburn (49.4)
and Glen Wolcott (50.0) were
tops in the 400-meter run.

championship for the University of
Massachusetts.
"Any of the top 16 teams can
win," Calipari said. He quickly
added, though, "I think we have
the least chance."
Center Harper Williams, who
sealed Sunday's 77-71 overtime
victory against No. 21 Syracuse
with a 3-pointer, was bolder still.
"We played some high-caliber
teams this season and beat them -Oklahoma, Iowa State," he said.
"We're not satisfied. We can't live
for the past."

loyal fans daydreamed about the bow en masse when Calipari steps
1970-71 season when Julius Erving onto the home court. They scream
out their dorm windows when his
led the team to a 23-4 record.
Pictures of a leaping Doctor .1 team triumphs. They fret over
still cover the walls of the coach's whether he might jump to a highoffice. But the pink phone mes- profile school for more money.
Few of them were alive when
sages burying Calipari's desk Monday and the never-ending proces- Massachusetts made its only other
sion of well-wishers and ticket NCAA appearance in 1962, when it
seekers spoke of a team reborn. lost to New York University in the
The Minutemen's latest succes- first round.
"If this were Duke or someses have turned this state university
campus of 22,000, battered by thing, it would be fun, but it
three straight years of budget cuts, wouldn't be new. Here it's new,
into a giant cheering section. They (Cont'd on page 9)

Many others would surely be
content with that past. A 30-4 season record, equaled only by No. I
Duke. A No. 17 national ranking
for a team lacking height, heft and
a dominating star. Two NCAA
wins -- Fordham and Syracuse —
to enter the tournament's elite final
16 for the first time in the school's
history.
Only five years ago, when Calipari arrived as head coach, this
team was viewed as the perennial
whipping boy of its Atlantic 10
conference. Its dwindling corps of

Murray Tigers

UL-bound Rogers tops
votes on all-state team
LEXINGTON. Ky.(AP) — Hart
County's Tick Rogers, one of the
leading scorers in the state this season, heads the 1991-92 Kentucky
Associated Press all-state team.
Also named to the first team
announced Monday were Louisville
Ballard's DuJuan Wheat, Lexington Dunbar's Darnell Burton.
Louisville Male's Jason Osborne
and Clay County's Shannon
Hoskins.
Bob Keith, who has guided Clay
County to a 31-3 record and 13th
Region championship, was voted
Coach of the Year by sports writers
and sportscasters from across the
state.
Rogers averaged 33.4 points.
12.4 rebounds tnd 5.1 assists in
leading Hart County to a 22-14
record and semifinals of the Fifth
Region tournament. He has signed
with Louisville.
''He's an all-around player -shoots, rebounds and plays
defense,'• Hart County coach-Ricky Line said of the 6-foot-5 forward.
"He makes all the players around
him better.
Wheat, a 6-1 point guard, has
averaged 22.5 points and 5.8 assists
in leading Ballard to the,.Seventh
Region title and a 27-5 record. He
alsobas signed to play for Louisville next season.
"He really has an understanding
of how to play the game," said
Ballard coach Scott Davenport.
"He does what it takes to make the
team a better team."
Burton, a 6-4 junior guard.
emerged as one of the most exciting players in the state. He aver-

Murray Lady Tigers

aged 23 points, seven rebounds and
five assists in helping Lexington
Dunbar compile a 20-8 record.
"Darnell is a team -oriented
player," said Dunbar coach Frank
Watson. "Sometimes we get mad
at him because we want him to
take over a game, but he's very
team oriented...
Osborne. a leading contender
with Burton for "Nir. Basketball"
next season, averaged 22.5 points
and 11 rebounds in leading Male to
a 24-7 record. The 6-7 forward was
a second -team selection last season
as a sophomore.
Hoskins, a two-year starter after
transferring from M.C. Napier, is
averaging 25.7 points in leading
Clay County to the 13th Region
title. The 6-1 guard is considering
offers from South Carolina, Penn
State, Northwestern, Virginia Tech
and Morehead State.
"We feel very honored that he
has made all-state." said Keith.
"We feel he's one of the best-ever
at Clay County and one of the finest players in the state this year."
The second team consisted of
Caldwell County's Mike Frahm
Franklin-Simpson's Demarcus
Doss. Louisville Doss' Derek
Anderson. Belfry's kJ. Hylton and
V.'ehster County's Joey Davenport.
Sele‘.ted to the third team were
Brad Divine of Muhlenherg North.
kJ. \Natters of Louisville Pleasure
Ridge Park, Brad Kiser of Estill
County, Marty Cline and Darren
Allway of Hopkinsville University
Heights, Brent Kincaid of Paducah
Tilghman and Jerry Fogle of Harrison County.

Jaspers take
a bite out of
the NIT apple

(AP—The Manhattan Jaspers
don't want you to believe everything you read in the newspapers
— just what you see on the court.
And anyone who saw the Jaspers
defeat Rutgers 62-61 in a secondround NIT game Monday night had
to believe they were telling the
truth.
"We're in the NIT and doing the
best we can," said Chris Williams,
who scored the winning basket for
Manhattan. "For a team like this,
it's a big step."
The story version in the newspapers was a little different, however. Earlier in the day, the Jaspers
took offense to a story that they
were lethargic in an opening-round
win over Wisconsin-Green Bay
because they were thinking about
the NCAA tournament. The Jaspers
missed the NCAAs due to a onepoint loss to LaSalle in the MAAC
finals.
"That's not true," said center
David Bernsley, who had 13 points
and 14 rebounds Monday night.
'With where this program has
been in the past, we'll take any
postscason. We're happy to get in
the NIT. When we read that, we
were angry.''
MICHAEL BANKS/Ledger & Times photo
Monbanquet
basketball
their
held
Tigers
In other NIT action Monday
The Murray High Lady
night, it was Purdue 67, Texas
day night at the school cafeteria. The players receiving awards are
pictured abo%e. In the front row from 1-r) are Christy Bell (Coaches Christian 51; Notre Dame 64, KanHustle Award, Senior Award) and Mary Catherine Wooldridge (Most sas State 47; Virginia 77, TennesAssists. Senior Award). In the back are Bonnie Payne (Best Field
see 52; Florida 77, Pittsburgh 74;
Goal Percentage), Renee Hornbuckle (Most Rebounds) and Colette
and New Mexico 79, Washington
State 71.
Jones (Best Free Throw Percentage, Senior Award),

Tax Consultation
By Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
Tax Service
and
Call Tony Page at 753-8107

Hoop mania
with a dose
of northern
exposure

MICHAEL HAMS/Ledger & Times photo

Pired alum are the award winners from the Murray High boys
basketball banquet held Monday night at the school cafeteria. In the
front row (from 1.r) are Aaron Whitaker (Most Assists, Defense
Award, Senior Award and Academic Award), Chip Greene (Rebound
Award, Coaches Award) and Russell Adkins (Best Free Throw Percentage). Standing are B.J. Jenkins (Rebound Award), Lucas Denhart
(Senior Award), Darren Gantt (Coaches Award) and Chris Allen
(Assist Award).

Volkov's minutes, points
rising with Wilkins out
With two seconds to go, Rumeal
ATLANTA (AP)—Alexander
Volkov, virtually a man without a Robinson's 22-foot shot missed
country since the breakup of the everything, but Duane Ferrell
Soviet Union, was a man without a tipped the ball to Volkov, who got
role on the Atlanta Hawks until an off the game-winner in time.
injury to Dominique Wilkins gave
"It feels worse because we lost
him a chance to play.
at the end," Hardaway said. "We
The Hawks have fallen in the played well, but we have -to play a
standings since the loss of their little better."
All-Star forward on Jan. 28, but
Stacey Augmon scored a careerVolkov has helped keep them in high 32 points for Atlanta, includthe Eastern Conference playoff ing the NBA's 6 millionth point on
race, averaging 11.9 points since a layup in the second quarter. Augthe injury and 5.9 before it.
mon scored 12 points in the fourth
On Monday night, Volkov period, five during a 12-0 run that
scored 16 points, including the tied the game 111-111. It was
game-winning layup at the buzzer, 114-114 at the end of regulation.
as Atlanta defeated the Golden
Robinson and Ferrell scored 22
State Warriors 126-125, snapping points each for the Hawks and Sarthe Hawks' five-game losing streak
unas Marciulionis had 22 for the
in overtime games this season.
Warriors.
Tim Hardaway, who joined with
Elsewhere in the NBA, New
points
25
score
to
Mullin
Chris
edged Charlotte 123-120,
Jersey
apiece for the Warriors, gave Goldefeated San Antonio
Philadelphia
den State a 125-124 lead on a
Denver
tripped Minneand
105-92
10-foot bank shot with six seconds
sota 100-95.
left.

Rockets' star suspended
HOUSTON (AP) — Hakeem from assured a Western Conference
Olajuwon insists he has a hamstr- playoff berth, much more.
The SuperSonics arc sixth in the
ing injury that's keeping him out of
and the Rockets and
conference
his Houston Rockets uniform.
"I can't even run on it, you Los Angeles Clippers, Houston's
can't put pressure on it, you just next stop on its three-game road
have to let nature take its course," trip, are tied for the last two spots.
The defending conference champOlajuwon said.
Rockets owner Charlie Thomas, ion Los Angeles Lakcrs are ninth,
however, decided Monday that just a game behind.
If Saturday night's 100-97 loss
Olajuwon is healthy enough to play
Sacramento is any indication of
to
and placed him on indefinite sushow Houston will do without its
pension without pay.
The ban stands to cost Olajuwon six-time Ali-Star, the Rockets'
$46,900 per game, beginning with playoff plans could be seriously
tonight's visit to Seattle. It has the imperiled.
potential to cost the Rockets, far (Cont'd on page 9)

Premiere

Call us and sr! up an
appointment with "our
fitness prolessiona/s.

I led It h and Fitness Club
759-9999

University Square

Autos - Trucks - Vans
Boats - RV's - Mobile
Homes & etc.
°Car Stereo hula/lion'

1759-9105 or 91071 1
I 515 South 4th St.
sehme Elio Glen

Fitrance on 3rd

(Cont'd on page 9)

Springtime Special
Save 10% On

Jones Auto
Tinting

Extra Pounds
Got You Down?

NOME, Alaska (AP) —
Outside the city gym, a steady
wind blows, off the Bering
Sea, pushing the wind chill to
a stinging 35 degrees below
zero. Snowmobiles and fourwheel-drive trucks dot the
parking lot.
Inside, spectators have
removed their feather-down
parkas, fur hats and snow
boots. Margaret Opic, an Eskimo playmaker and captain of
Barrow's Cape Smythe Air
team, brings the ball down the
court in tough tournament play
against Nome's Polaris Club.
All eyes are on the hoops
as the clock counts down.
Two top city league teams
battle for a final slot in a
statewide tournament that has
drawn 62 teams to Nome, a
Gold Rush town of 2,000 people some 560 miles northwest
of Anchorage.
Welcome to Bush Alaska,
basketball heaven.
"It's just basketball mania,"
says Sara Okleasik, assistant
director of the Nome Recreation Center, where games are
scheduled seven nights a week
and where the tourney earlier
this month was played.
Okleasik is half white, half
Eskimo. That's a point of
pride with her today, but was
a source of frustration and
harassment when she was a
child.
"I took all my energies out
on the court," she says.
Apparently, so do many
others.
In Alaska's Bush communities, where alcohol and drugs,
isolation and inertia push
many toward crime or despair,
over the past two decades
basketball has developed into a
favorite pastime that, besides
exercise, provides an escape
from boredom and the brutal
winters.
From the southwest town of
Bethel to Barrow on the arctic
coast, and in tiny villages of
200 or 300 scattered throughout the state's vast rural
Interior, school-age kids, their
parents and other adults play
ball or watch games with an
intensity not often seen in larger communities.
A major reason for the
sport's popularity in the Bush
is the length, cold and darkness of the northern winters.
In many areas of Alaska,
snow falls in September and
remains on the ground until
June. Temperatures and conditions can only be described as
arctic.
In Barrow, for example, the
sun sets in November and
rises again in January. So
there, a "Little Dribblers"
program signs up elementary
school youngsters who travel
to neighboring villages for ball
games against children their
own age.
In Barrow alone, there are
eight adult women's teams and
19 men's teams in a community of 3,800. There and in
other towns and villages, the
city gym — "Piuraavik" in
Inupiat — is a focal point of
the community.
"We play quite a bit.
Basketball is the number one
sport in the Bush," says Clancy Itta, another Barrow player
who came to Nome for the
18th annual Iditarod Basketball
Tournament.
"Once the sun is back,
everybody is outside," Opic
says.
Villages and towns throughout the state may lack running
water, proper sewerage or
much of a local economy. But
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Murray State will hold its men's basketball banquet Monday, March 30
in the Curtis Center Ballroom at 7 p.m. Tickets are $12 and reservations
must be made through the basketball office (762-6804) by Friday. March
27 to confirm reservations.

AMERICAN LEGION DINNER
Mayfield American Legion Post 26 baseball club will hold a fund-raising
dinner in the Mayfield Legion Hall, Thursday, March 26 at 6:30 p.m. Cost
is $7.50 for adults and $5 for students.
The dinner will produce funds for the Post 26 baseball team that will
include players from Mayfield High, Murray High, Calloway County High
and Graves County High. Its the first time in 20 years that American Legion baseball will be offered in these school districts.
Tryouts for the team will be held after the high school season to determine the 18-man roster. Anyone needing tickets or more information may
contact Roger Creason at 247-9444 or Dale Goodwin at 247-0155.

KIRKSEY SIGNUP
The Kirksey Ball Club will have its sign up for the spring and summer season this Saturday, March 28. Boys and girls, ages 5-18, can sign up from
9 a.m, to noon at the Kirksey Ball Field. Tryouts will be Saturday, April 11.
For more information call Ronnie Smith at 489-2677.

GIRLS SOFTBALL
The Murray-Calloway County Girls Softball Association will meet this
Thursday, March 26 at 7 p.m. at the south branch of Peoples Bank. A
discussion about the Murray-Calloway Park and the 1992 ball season will
be held. This is for girls, ages 7-19, as all interested players and coaches
are urged to attend. For more information call Ricky Alexander at
753-5933 or Beverly Turner at 753-1636 after 5 p.m.

SCOREBOARD
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ski County (27-4) in the evening to do more than make the trip to
Freedom Hall. The Knights beat
session.
The Thursday matchups feature 1991 state runner-up Lexington
Mayfield (23-10) against Belfry Tates Creek in the I Ith Region
(26-7) and Scott County (26-7) tak- final.
"We're not going to the state
ing on Owensboro (27-5) in the
afternoon and Ashland Blazer tournament and say we're happy to
(26-6) meeting Louisville Pleasure be there," said Catholic coach
Ridge Park (30-4) and Mason Danny Haney, whose team won the
County playing Hopkinsville Uni- All A Classic in February. "We're
versity Heights (29-6) in the going to Louisville to see what we
can do."
evening.
The quarterfinals will be Friday,
Scott County, the Eighth Region
semifinals on Saturday morning champ, carries a four-game v‘inand championship Saturday night. ning streak into its fourth trip to
Ashland Blazer, the 16th Region the tournament.
champion, is making its 28th trip to
Besides Wheat and Hoskins,
the Sweet 16 but its first since other all-staters in the tourney are
1980.
Belfry's H. Hylton, FranklinOwensboro, the all-time leader Simpson's Demarcus Doss, J.J.
with 37 appearances, rejoins the Waiters of Pleasure Ridge Park and
Marty Cline and Darren Allaway of
field after a four-year absence.
Lexington Catholic is determined University Heights.

‘;

service, Like a good neighbor.
good coverage, State Farm is there.
good price-

Good

Underdog Minutemen...

I A

prove that proposition Thursday in
an NCAA matchup with a team
that gave the Minutemen one of
their few embarrassments of the
season. Massachusetts is still
smarting from that 90-69 loss to
Kentucky in Lexington on Dec. 4.
But Calipari was not talking
about revenge Monday. Instead, he
was busy at his old game of cranking down public expectations while
pumping up his players.
"They beat us by 21, so they
could have the advantage," he said
of No. 6 Kentucky. "I like coaching in that situation."
It's not everyday that Calipari
can play the underdog; at least not
anymore.

tract renegotiated.
"He says. he can't play, therefore he's suspended," Rockets general manager Steve Patterson said.
"If he gets out on the court and
plays, then the suspension is
lifted."
Olajuwon's agent, Leonard
Armato, planned to take the next
step in the escalating feud by.filing
a grievance with the NBA Players
Association.

-4563
753
YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES

Installation
and Service

"We Also Do Window Tinting."

•• AI

D&W Auto Glass Shop

That's
State Farm

Rockets'star...
.
(Cont'd from page 8)
And even if he does come back
soon, the matter of getting past the
mud -slinging that's already
occurred may be as tall a task as
holding on for the postseason
berth.
The Rockets say Olajuwon has
been given medical clearance to
play and suggested he was faking
an injury as a ploy to get his con-

be done," said Davenport, who
coached Ballard to the state championship in 1988.
Clay County, the 13th Region
winner, features all-state guard
Shannon Hoskins (25.7).
"Hoskins is a great player,"
said Davenport. "He makes great
decisions with the ball."
Clay County and Ballard have
had classic battles in past tournaments. Clay County beat the Bruins
76-73 in overtime in the 1987 final
and Ballard came back to win
88-79 in the 1988 championship
game.
In other first-round action Wednesday, Franklin-Simpson (29-7)
meets Knott Central (22-13) in the
second afternoon game, while
Covington Catholic (31-3) faces
Lexington Catholic (27-7) and
Marion County (28-2) meets Pula-

LOUISVILLE (AP)—Louisville
Ballard coach Scott Davenport
believes his team is as ready as it
will ever be for the Boys' State
Tournament this week.
Ballard (27-5) faces Clay County
(31-3) in the first game Wednesday
at Freedom Hall in Louisville.
"We're as good as we could
possibly be," said Davenport.
"Anytime when you go through a
regular season against teams as
tough as they are in the Seventh
Region, you have to play as hard as
you can."
Ballard is led by all-state guard
Derhan Wheat, who averaged 22.5
points and handed out 5.8 assists.
The Bruins also count on Lorenzo
McGinnis (15.5 points) and Terrance Chandler (10.3).
"What made this team good is
the willingness to do what needs to

RACER BANQUET

(Cont'd from page 8)
and that makes it that much more
fun," said Tamir Lipton-, sports
editor at the campus Collegian
newspaper.
He knows about the formidable
firepower — with a division
including Duke — that lies
between Massachusetts and an
NCAA championship.
Yet the student reporter can't
shake the feeling, even against his
better judgment, that a Cinderella
story could be in the making.
"II they play as well as they can
play. I would say on any given day,
this team can beat any team in the
country," Lipton said. Massachusetts was hoping to
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Ballard ready for boys' Sweet 16
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nsurance." State Farm Insurance Compantes
Borne offices Bloomington Illinois
543371e

3
1
32
7 3
18
LA C htmpers
35 12
LA Lake's
22 47
Sacramento
',cinched playoll berth
laonday's Games
New Jersey 123. Charbne 120
Philadelphia 105, San Antonio 92
Atlanta 126. Gotten State 125, OT
Denver 100, Mansion' 95

NIT TOURNEY
-Second Round
Monde,. larch 23
Puidue 67, Texas ChAstan 51
Notre Dame 84, Kenai* State 47
Virginia 77, Tenneame 52
Manhattan 62. Fidgets 61
%ads 77, Pittsburgh 74
Niew Mexico 79, Wirtirqton Star 71
Tuesday, March 24
Rhode island (21-9) al Boston College (17-13) 7 p m
Utah (21101 at Artzona State (19-13). 9 pm

551
536
522
319

512 S. 12th St., Murray

10A
11'4
12'4

264

Sally Hopkins Wants to SAVE You

$19,692.00

EXHIBITION BASEBALL
AMERICAN LEAGUE

NBA SCORES
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
GB
W I Pct
42 25 627
New Yoh'
39 30 565 4
Boston
31 37 456 11A
New Jena,/
449 12
Marra31
31 38 449 12
Philadeiphia
22 47 319 21
Washington
17 51 .250 254
Odendo
Central Division
56 13 .812
45 21 682 9.4
x-Cleveland
41 28 594 15
Detroit
34 36 486 22'6
Indiana
33 36 478 23
Atlanta
30 37 448 25
27 40 403 28
Charlotte
WESTERN CONFERENCE
ladwest Dtvision
W L Pct
GB
45 23 662
Utah
3
618
26
42
San Antonio
37 32 536 8'6
Houston
23 45 338 22
Denver
17 52 246 28'4
Dales
II 57 .162 34
M nnesota
Padre Division
48 20 .706. —
Portiand
44 21 657 37,
Golden Slats
4 ,
Ad
€,8
Phoenix

Pci
722
588
579
556
550
529
500
500
500
474
471
450
444
368

13
10
11
10
11

Baltimore
Caltornia
Texas
Detroit
New `for
Cleveland
Toronto
Oakland
Boston
1.41eauliee
Sean I.
Chicago
Ainnesota
Kansas City

That's what %.ofid sax e on a S')fi(MX)10-vear mortgage
Sally is an
refinanced at 8.75% [1.! trim) 10.25",,
expert at refinancing. Her job is to make the whole
process eas‘ tor you. If we were you, we'd hank with us!

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Pct
.667
667
632
529
8
500
9
474
10
471
9
412
10
Atlanta
11
389
Los Angeles
368
12
7
Pittsburgh
6 11 .353
Philadetells
.294
12
5
San Dego
NOTE Spilt-squad garnes count in standings. tee do
not
Monday's Games
Baltimore 5. New `for Varese (r) 2
Cindnnali 2 Boston 2 tie 13 innings
12
12
12
9
9
9
8
7

Cincinnati
San Francisco
Montreal
St Louis
Houston
Chocar

6
6
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Larry Krouse Insurance
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Hoop Mania...
(Cont'd from page 8)
after money started flowing to
the villages after the 1971
Alaska Native land claims settlement and the discovery of
oil at Prudhoe Bay, each village built a high school, and
each school has a gym.
Teams in tiny towns such
as Noatak, Noorvik or Ambler
may have trouble fielding a
big team, since their school's
graduating class often numbers
less than a dozen. But they
manage to send tough teams
throughout the state, and small
town champions are common.
Rural players often speak
English, but not always as
their first language. Some
speak Inupiat, others Yupik,
and still others Athabaskan
Indian dialects.
In many remote villages,
there are no highways into or
out of town. Airplanes serve
as taxis; the school bus often
is a twin-engine commuter
plane.
Residents also travel
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•

ID

II

IN

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Attn. Circulation Dept.

Name
Address
City
Zip

Charles D. Tucker, M.D.

it40e4.4.41 gz40 H044

-the

mmer

To Better Treat You...

ly be doing whatever on the
streets, practically live here (at
the gym)," he says.
Sometimes, Bush basketball
opens some big doors.
Rodney "Butch" Lincoln III
of Kotzebue, an I8-year-old
high school senior, is signed
up for fall classes at the University of Alaska Anchorage.
The 24-points-per-game Eskimo
point guard has been awarded
a full basketball scholarship.
"To really understand what
basketball is up here, one has
to come up and experience the
crowds you have here at the
gym, the parents' involvement,
the people who donate money,
time, the people who travel to
Anchorage for games," Lincoln says.
"It's just something big.
There's just nothing else to
do," he says. "Even growing
up as a kid, we loved the
sport so much we played
outside. That just shows you
how much we did love the
game."

between villages by snowmachine in winter and boat in
summer. Isolation is often the
rule, though, and in many
villages, virtually the entire
population turns out in the
stands for a big game.
"The attendance is one indicator of how important
(basketball) is. Everyone goes
to the games," says Kavik
Hahn, manager of Nome's rec
center and a former junior
high, high school and University of Alaska-Fairbanks player. Basketball also unifies the
Bush.
"All these villages and
towns are linked because of
basketball," Hahn says.
Basketball fever has other
significant benefits, too.
Youths learn discipline and
direction from team play, Opie
says.
And, according to Hahn, the
sport offers a healthy alternative to more negative
influences.
"People who would ordinari-
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Classified

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
NIondav Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Nlonday :3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
.. Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 11 p
Saturday Edition

MERCHANDISE
r Sa:e Or Trade
. Want To Buy
For Sale
. Appliances
e Furnishings
Antiques
N.'acua in Cleaners
v..Ing Machines
Sports E.iuipment
Firewood
. Musical
T V & Radio
Pets & Supplies

AN
Legal

010

N
Pers,
Card of T.
In Memory
Lost & Found
EMPLOYMENT
tie'p
''
•
"

FARMERS MARKET

753-1916
REAL

2S7, NI(A).
31u
320
3:iu
3 to

ESTATE

the furnishing of all labor, materials, services and equipment required to furnis'rand deliver Sports Lighting Structures foCalloway County High School Soccer Fiel c
Calloway County, Kentucky

PUBLIC NOTICE
ON MARCH 30, 1992 THE
CITY CLERK'S OFFICE
WILL PUBLISH A LIST OF
TAXPAYERS WHO HAVE
FAILED TO PAY THEIR
1991 PROPERTY TAX
STATEMENTS.
JO CRASS
CITY CLERK
020
Notice
ATTENTION STUDENTS
College Scholarships available for -r and Sr High
School Students Call now
for recorded information
502 886 2534

AuRORA P zza Magic
Open all year at 5pm
Closed Mon and Toes
8, 1 1 9
4 7 4
1 800 649 31304

670040

WANTED
TO BUY
Dark Fire Cured,
Dark Air Cured
or Burley
Tobacco Base.

Rent-A-Car
5:5 • 12th St. 7.9-2255

Call
492-8565

i

1992 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
The Medicare Cala
atrophic Coverage Act
has been repealed Your
need ham never been
greater fur a mrnprehen
sive Medicare Supplement plan Deductibles,
,o.insurance and -nona ppros aid charges can
cause your out-of pocket
expenses to mount up
The Part A deductible
you, Or your insurance,
must pay has been in
-reamed ta., $662 in 1992
For inure information
,s11

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199

WAITRESS Day & night
shift Apply in person
Horneplace Family Restur
ant Hwy 121 north
WANTED experienced
vinyl siding installers Call
753 5279 leave message

our'AKA year of isersxce-

I Fulltime deli help
needed.
%pp!) ()%en.

15.00 20.00

25.00 30.00 35.00 40.00 45.00 50.00

2

8.00

16.00 24.00 32.00

40.00 48.00 56.00 64.00 72.00 80.00

SPA (Hot Tub), seats 5
adults, 35' deep. 2hp,
2 speed pump. 3 standard
and 2 whirl), jets. ozonator
cover, steps 15 months
old $3000 cash arid carry
firm 753-3488
SUNTAN Beds (Wolff)
Sundash, Montego Bay,
SCA Commercial and
nome units We buy, sell or
trade Also we have all
tanning supplies
753-9274

sokith

CV 94 *oat to Johnny RObilet•On 40414d
to So Halo Road rtglit on So Hails Road j mole

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
mono
153 0466 PO Box 1033

Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent

McConnell Ins. Agency
Hopkinsyille Fed Say. Bldg
7th at Main, Murray, Ky

360
Apartments
For Rent

For Rent
Or Leas*

14x70 1984 MONTEGO
2br, 2 full baths, gas heat
central stereo system
large kitchen with bay win
dow and center island
Large livingroom, lots of
cabinet space extra nice
759-1466 after 5pm

2BR apartment, ap
phances, washer/dryer
furnished No pets Deposit
and lease required New
Concord, KY 436-5401

3BR 2 bath condo in Mur
ray for sale or lease
753 3293

PIANO tuning and repair
759 9661

1980 12x60 PRESIDEN
TIAL 2br includes new re
frigerator new front door
and storm door Deck and
underpinning meter pole
Excellent condition
502-628 3778

SOUNDDESIGNS James
C Gallimore Electric ProLogic Theater systems and
Whole House stereo sys
terns 759-1835

1983 14x70 PATRIOT mo
bile home 2bdrm, 2baths,
garden tub, central heat/air,
stove & ref Extra nice must
see 753 1736 after 6pm

EXTRA large lbr, large
kitchen/breakfast room,
large LR, full bath and pa
Ito, waterisewer, garbage
pick-up and heat furnished
Also available, 1 and 2br,
some utilities paid
753 4012 or 753 8756

FIREWOOD green or sea
soned 753-5476
OAK and hickory $27 50
delivered or $22 50 pick
up 436-2778
OAK no bark $20 picked
up $25 delivered Murray
436 5560
220
Mustal

1985, 14x80 BUCANEER
Custom ordered and decorated 2br. 2 full baths with
garden tub2 :louble bay-win
dows on ,front, cathedral
ceilings'
5includes all appliances, central air unit,
utility pole front porch and

210
tillscallamous

ALLIANCE

1E5

WENDY'S is now accept
ing applications for mans
ger and assistant manager
tor the western Kentucky
area 2 years restaurant
management experience
preferred Send resume
with references to Andrew
Jordan 303 Sheila Dr
Hopkinavolle KY 42240

1 'In

Articles
For Sae
1978 FORD 302 motor and
transmssson Runs good
$250 753-8838
FLOOR length wedding
dress with train & veil Call
753 9964 after 9am
OFFICE Equipment
desks chars file c,abinets
All saes wood and metal
new and used See at 405
South 4th Street or call
753 7668 days or
753 2394 nights

New 3 BR Ranch. Energy efficient, brick home with 2 full
baths,fireplace, central heat and
air, vaulted ceiling, dishwasher,
range, wall to wall carpeting,
skylight, conventionally built on
crawl space over 1550 sq. ft. for
only $47,900.

TAYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
Since 1958

(502)582-1.800

(502)554-3267

Basement & Garage Optional

50 ACRES farmland near
Coldwater 489 2490

2BR Duplex, nice, central
HA, deck, appliances Col
ernan RE. 753-9898

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
GROWERS Mini Warehouses Space available
753-3808
NORTHWOOD Storage
now has available a 6x24
unit with electricity
$35/mo 753-2905

HAZEL Apartments Hazel,
KY, is now renting You
must be 62 handicapped
or disabled New 1 and 2br
units 502 527 8574 for
more information Equal
Housing Opportunity

370
Livestock
& Supplies
Horses for sale 489-2476

HUDSON Company Sad
-1..ABQE 2br. 2 bath near_ dies. Bridles & Horse sup
university, central h/a. wid plies 753 4545 759 1823
hook up, references and 753-6763
deposit required No pets
$325/mo 753 3949
LIKE new, 2bdrm brick duplex with garage dishwasher, W,D hookup No
753-7688 or
pets
759 4703

DAISY Grooming Satur
day, by appointment
753-7819

NEW 2br duplex located on
Northwood Drive Call
753-1266 between
8 00am 5 00pm ask for
Paulette

HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Classes Of private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858
RED minature Dachshund
puppies 901-986 3693
days 901-352 2416 nights

NEW 2br duplex gas heat
located on Northwood Dr
$400/mo , deposit and references required
753-4873 after 3 30pm

WHITE Cockatiel w/large
cage $75 759-4520

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1. 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply Hilldale Apts
or call
Hardin. Ky
502-437-4113 EHO

.110
Public
Sale
FARRIS Auction Company
W Dan Farris, Auctioneer
P0 Box 149, Hazel, KY
(502) 492-8796/8795 We
appraise and sell it all
130

3BR, lbath, garage and
fenced in yard $375 plus
deposit References required 527-8585

Estate
9000 SO FT commercial
building with 4br brick
home partial central H/A,
or will rent commercial
building 437-4145

FOR rent or sale 313 N
5th 2Br house $350/mo
Gas heat central air
753-5292

RJR HOME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

Service Technician

between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E 0 E The
wotect is fended by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- JTPA
Gall JTPA Out 01 School
9 3 7 8
7 5 3
aa m ti 30a m

120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

320

..g.4,

Robert J.
Rutherford
(502) 753-0468

-,

,,untv Hstspital a leader in
Wurrav
vdtng quahrt, healthcare in Western
Kentuctn and .1strthutest Tennessee annttar• pi
the fttllou tnq lob tventngs

DOWN PAYMENT
BUILT ON YOUR LOT

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA. Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at. 753-4199

108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

Mobile
Horns, For Sal.

a2

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
!Dow' open at 6 001
Knights of Columbus Hall

90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

25e per word $5.00 minimum lit day.
54t per word per day for each additional consecutive day.
$1 76 tnitrs for shopper (Tues. Clasaifieds go into Shopping Guide.)
$200 extra for blind box ada

BEEFALO meat for the
freezer Beef-only better
[mod Markel
TAKING otters on a Pion (Less fat and cholesterol
\ltirra
St.
\lain
Home Stereo 150 than chicken ) Steaks
eer
•• 111111• , 11•C• .....
back deck Must see to
h1901
watts per channel tuner. roasts- hamburger and
14:011.11
iI 11,
••71••••
appreciate 437 4951 after
CD player, dual cassette sausage Call 435-4137k
5pm
turn table 250 watt speak
, I ku
,44.04,
- ",
••'
NEED mig welders and
COINS and stamps make
•
Call anytime
ers
1986 CHAMPION Dougeneral help for Saturdays
wonderful presents, invest753-6127
Sundays Call Vegan
ments and hobbies We blewide 28x44 in excellent
Metals 328-8980 Mon Fri. TREES for landscaping also feature proof sets, condition Many extras in
Barn 4pm Sat 8am 9arn
Ready for planting Pin oak silver dollars. coin and cluded $22,000 759 9442
$2030 Clump birch, $30 stamp supplies, foreign or 753-6567
Call Steve Arent 492-8.376 coins and paper money
1987 14x70 EXTRA nice
after 6pm
See our fine selection today 2br. 2 bath utility room.
at Book Rack
Murray
in
built-in microwave dis1-800-334-1203
MILLIONAIRES MIL. (Dixieland Shopping Cen
hwasher,stereo central
PANG
TAW:AIRES,
my
in
BABYSITTING
ter) and Treasure House
underpinning
BURN'S CANDY IS 11ACK (Southside Manor). also at hia wood
Experienced
home
and porch 753 4459
IN
Charlie's
MURRAY.
759 4490
Toonerville Trolly Antique
Safe-T Pharmacs
Store (in Hazel. formerly 1989 FLEETWOOD
do
to
Alterations
WANTED
the Ox-Yoke). Mercantile 14x80 lots of extras like
FOUND Brownie Troop in my home 753-1379
(Aurora) and Cissy s Gifts new Take over payments
585 sash with badges in
Owens Food Market park- WILL clean houses and of
and Antiques (Fulton) We 435 4610 after 5pm
Appliances
ing lot Sat 3 14 92 Call fices Reasonable rates
buy coins and stamps and
1991, 16x80 CHAMPION,
753-8994
appraise estates CHRIST
Peen s 753 4682
APARTMENT size retriger
Concord Classic 3br. 2
10 ou tt . like OPHER S COINS
baths, large rooms, lots of
WILL clean houses or of- ator Hotpoint,
new condition. $200 See at 753-4161
storage and cabinet space.
fices Have references
4th arid Elm St or call SONY arnifm car CD vaulted ceilings, ceiling
436-5296
753 7668 days or player, $185 12' subs
fans Includes livingroom
WILL do housecleaning in 753-2394 nights
mids and tweeters in box, furniture, central H/A,
DRIVERS 'Min age 23 '1
Murray Call evenings.
$200 Nakarnich amfm kitchen appliances ,docks.
year OTR exp 'Spouse
474 2131 ask for Betty
underpinning 759-9220
cassette, new $700
riding program 'Good pay
Home
sacrafice-$300 436-5384
and benefits with CDL
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Furnishings
'27c mile to start McClenSpecializing in mobile
Trucking
250
don
13a20 SCULPTURED car
home electric services 200
Business
1 800-633 7233
pet Shades of rust & beige
amp $375 100 amp $325
Services
COUNTRY Store for sale excellent condition Call
435-4027
IF interested in a job call
mile
V.
land
of
acres
5
with
753-3895
or
7515944
PRIVATE Investigato
between 7am4 p m
from lake near 3 resorts
753-0405
D B A Confidential Invest]
LIFT chair Brand new
436 2722
Mobile
never used 492-8253 after gations. Southside Shop
KY Certified Nurse Aid 7 3
Homes For Rent
ping Center Suite #102
Prn
5
neSalary
shifts
and 3-11
110
Murray. 753 2641
28R no pets 753-9866
gotiable Apply in person
210
9 5 Non Fri Haws Mernor
Instruction
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
ial Holiday Lane Fulton
electric or gas Walking dis
Lessons
PIANO
KY
Firewood
tance to college 753-5209
435 4573
A FIREWOOD for sale
LOCAL home health care
285
437-4667
company has immediate
140
Mobil*
openings for full time medi
went
Home Lots For Rent
cal billing clerk Must be
To Buy
experienced in medical ter
LOT for rent in Mobile
ANTIQUES by the piece o
minology filing medicare
Home Village. water furn753-9433
Call
collections
and insurance claims
Toyota of Murray, Inc. is now accepting ished, $70/mo Coleman
after 5pm
IC D 9 coding and compu
RE, 753-9898
ter data entry We offer CASH for mobile home
aggressive applicants to fill a Service
pack
competative benefit
tires $7 $12 each
300
technician position. Experience necesage and salary based on 527 2932
Business
experience Send resume
offer an excellent benefit
We
sary.
Rentals
TOP dollar for junk cars and
to Attention Personnel
package and a stable future with a fast 20'x30' COMMERCIAL
P0 Box 10400 Murray trucks 759-4836 or
436 5322
KY 42071
growing company. All serious applic- space on US 641 North
near Shoney s Call John
USED and antique turn'
MEDICAL Insurance Clerk
ants should apply in person to Toyota of Downs at M T G ,
lure glass tools quilts
hui-me benefits ExperiSpears U Say i1 vinegar
Murray 515 So, 12th St. Murray, Ky. 753-4000
ence preferred Send re
474-2262.
jars
1040D
Box
P0
sume to
COMMERCIAL property.
Monday thru Friday.
901 642 6290
Murray
917 Coldwater Rd Formerly Juanita s Florist Deto buy Civil War,
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN- WANT
posit and references re
& II, pictures,
I
War
World
INGS NEED a lob? A
quired Terms and lease
swords, documents.
GED? Hope for the future? guns.
NO
negotiable 753 6069
You may quality it 'You do uniforms and equipment
Call 753-3633, ask for
not have your GED or high
school diploma 'You we Larry

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS

60.00 70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:

Firewood

PROM or bridesmaid
PA R K RANGERS, Game
size 4 Jessica
Warden, Sekurity. Mainte- dress
McClintock designer
necessary
rip
No
etc
nance,
Never worn never altered
For information, call
753 2907
219 769 6649, ell 7159,
gam gpm, " days
SMALL wood desks
to choose
PtySTAT,JOBS Murray area 39x21 Many
dark fin
and
light
in
from,
beneplus
per
S23.7(X)
ish $25 each See at 405,
fits Postal carriers. sorters,
Street Of call
Jerks For application and South 4th
753-7668 days or
exam int.rmation, call
1-219-736-9807, eit P-3482 753 2394 nights
ham gm. 7 (hos

10.00

210
Articles
For Sale

Wk.

10"

5.00

i 10.00 20.00 i 30.00 40.00 50.00
-1---t-15.00 30.00 45.00 60.00 75.00
4
4
3
18.00 36.00 54.00 72.00 90.00
--f-20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00
6

. Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Truck,
Campers
..Boats & Motor,

4m) ..
4
490
495
500
510

Y'

1

3

TRANSPORTATION

Sales
!,.:e Homes For S
Sale Or 1,0,1,,
!Lorne Loan... Real Estate
Lots For Salo
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

40.1 Discount 2nd Hun, 60% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ada Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
61 75 per column inch extra for Tuesday.
--r-8"
7'
6"
5"
4"
3"
2"
I"
-4--

Insurance
Exterminating
. Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530

150

Proposals will be received by the Calloway County Board of Education at the office
of the Board Calloway County, Kentucky
until 1 00 p.m. Thursday. April 2, 1992 for

•-•4

Days

Homes For Ht•nt
Home Lots For Rent
Business Renta:,
....Want 'To Re,:t
Apartments For Rent
...Rooms For Relit
. Houses For Re!
For Rent or

010

Effective Jan 2, 1991 ,

Display Ads

SERVICES

Rental

Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
... Wanted
_Miscellaneous

NOTICE TO BIDDERS

Classified Ad Rates

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.

MISCELLANEOUS

Legal
Rollos

ADJUSTMENTS
A.hcrtiscrs are requested tu check the first insertion of their ads fur any error The
Murray Ledger &Times will be responsible for only one incorrect Insertion Any error
should be reported Immediately so corrections can be made

TO PLACE AN Al) CAL!.

prof

5311Apartments

STAFF RADOOLOGIC TECHNOLOGIST: Day
shrtt••••zitar: Car•des must be regitswed with
the ARRT or be registry -eligible Most also
possess a current Kentucky certification

For Rent
IBR furnished nice near
university 753 6111 day
time 7530606 nights
1 OR 2br apts new down
town Murray 753-4109
2BDRM. 2bath duplex with
carport on Valleywood Dr
Available 4 I 92 &350/mo
759 4406

For details contact
l'o'r•tmtuel Iklit
(502)7121111

MURRAY
CALLOVAY
COUNTY
FIEISITTAL

"',•

2BR, 2 bath deluxe duplex.
garage gas heat, ap
phonon, Michelle Dr Cole
mart RE. 7p.9898

Wit Poplar Street • Murray. Kentoi kv 41071

•
.••••••••

' ••""••••• ••••r•-•••••••••••••••••-•••
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CLASSIFIEDS
COMMERCIAL Building, MOBILE home lot in Scenic
3600 sq ft, gas heat, a/c, 3 Acres near East Elemenph electric,(2)10h. garage tary School, city water,
doors Lot 756100. Excel- 120'x132', $3850 Call
lent condition, much poten- 753-7668 days or
tial So 2nd near Maple, 753-2304 nights
$49,500 Call 753-7668
days or 753-2394 nights
Fwme
KENTUCKY Lake PropFor Sale
erty 2BR mobile home,
completely furnished, 3 WANT to buy Good farm
lots, central heat, boat land up to 100 acres
shed 75 Oldsmobile Wa- 759-9439
gon. 15' boat, 25hp motor
15' camper All together,
1,0
$12,500, or will sell sepaHants
rately 436-2664 or
For Salo
502-835-9315.
38R, 1 bath, newly decorKOPPERUD REALTY of- ated, brick home in excelfers a complete range of lent neighborhood Nicely
Real Estate services with a shaded fenced-in backwide selection of quality yard. Carport w/storage
homes, all prices. area. Priced to sell! For
753-1222, toll free appointment, call
1 -800-251-HOME Ext. 753-5904, leave message,
711L
or 753-3895.
RE/MAX Properties Ltd. BARKLEY Lake home,
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey, very private. 4 acres, 1400'
Bob Haley. Bel-Air Center. waterfront. $175,000.
1 - 5 0 2 -753-SOLD, 502-821-7911.
1-800-369-5780.
FOR sale by owner. 3br, 2
bath, approx. 1800 sq.ft. 2
car detached garage, 3
Lots
miles east of Murray. Mid
For Sale
$30's. 753-5258 after 6pm
By appointment only.
HOMESITES!!! Prestigious
Area. Turn at Woodgate
sign on Johnny Robertson NEW 3br, 2 bath house in
Road. County taxes, city Southwest Villa Subdiviutilittes. Eight new homes. sion. Big rooms, 11 closets,
Paul Dailey, RE/MAX, lots of cabinets. Call
753-7653
753-3903 to see anytime

Jr -

;e

tar

9e
ter
's

to.

APPLIANCE REPAll

go
24
ty

crs. ice an all brands: window air Lunditiuners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers -ins & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

76

753-5341 or 753-1270

ad

_Steele•ffititten, Inc,

JP-

23,

1986 MERCURY Topaz
LS, one owner, silver w/
blue cloth interior, loaded,
69,x xx miles, new tires. Call
753-5904 or 753-3895

COMPLETE lawn care ser- DRYWALL, finishing re
1962 CHEVY V-8, short AlA LANDSCAPING and
APPLIANCE SERVICE
vices Lawn mowing, trim- pairs, additions and blow
bed, automatic. Excellent tree removal. Tree and
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
ming, watering, landscap- ing ceilings 753-4761
running condition, good shrub trimming, mulching
years
ex30.
Whirlpool
tires $525 OBO.436-5384 and hauling, major and miing, and fertilizing Reasonperience Bobby Hopper,
able rates Will service city LICENSED for electric
voundskeeping
1975 FORD F-100 Good nor
436-5848
or county Call today, it no gas refrigeration Installa
492-8254
AT
1988 PLYMOUTH Colt work truckv$450 759-1084
lion and repair Free estianswer leave message
A
TO
Z
General
Services
FIRST TIME
wagon 5-speed, a/c, after 5pm
Al TREE Service Stump contracting, electrical, 753-8225
mates 753-7203
0
HOME RUYER,
35mpg, one-owner, x Free plumbing, roofing,
Let us talk to you about
carpen- CONSTRUCTION
1979 CHEVY Luv 4x4 removal and spraying
sales at Sears
FENCE
af492-8606
$3700
clean
after
all the advantages of
try, yard and house maintetruck 19' Criss Craft, 283 esbmates. 753-0906
now Call Sears 753 2310
ter 5pm
additions, framing
Houses,
753-0495
759-9816,
5pm,
home ownership. There
nance Free estimates All
V-8 in-board, boat witrailer
for free estimate for your
Tripp Williams 753-0563
has never been a better
1989 BERETTA CT 32,xxx 436-5396
work guaranteed Call
needs
time to enter the home
miles, loaded, red Sell or
759-9047 after 3pm
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
* Four Star *
owners markut ion
1986 FORD Ranger XL
FREE SPRING CLEAN
Corn
take
over
payments
Service
Cooling
and
tact one of the friendly
automatic
BACKHOE Service and
Mobile Home
753-0385 before 3 30pm or Red and white,
installation and ser- ING ESTIMATES Gutters,
plete
associates at
foundHauling Driveways,
w/overdrive, am/fm casGary at bush and tree removals,
leave message
Kopperud Realty
Parts & Service
ations, and septic systems, vice Call
sette. Highest bid
hauling, planting, pruning
759-4754
711 Main St 753 1222
Floor Repair,Carpet & Vinyl
new or repair Best prices
1989 CHEVY Silverado 753-2621, 9arn-5pm
mulching, mowing etc Call
UnderpinVinyl
Installed,
and results Call 759-1039 DELK'S Painting Service
Stepside. 25XXX actual
Jerry at 753-0611
ning, White or Silver Hod
1990 FULL size Ohevy
&
6th
at
miles
Can
seen
estibe
free
exterior,
470
Casting, Heat Taps, Siding,
BACKHOE Service - ROY Intenor,
pick-up, loaded, 4x4. 26xxx
FULL Service Lawn Care
Porches & Decks.
Poplar or call 759-4481.
18yrs experience
HILL. Septic system, drive- mates.
miles. $13,800 negotiable
City or county, tree esti
247-9816.
Mayfield.
Windows 30a99
Motorcycles
ways, hauling, foundations,
1990 BONNEVILLE LE. 753-5202 from 8am-3pm,
mates 436-2744
Windows,
Sliding
Storm
etc 759-4664
fuel injected, V-6 automa- Mon-Fri 502-924-0508 afDOWNS Home Improve
Doors, Single - Diamond
Roofing Spe
GALLOWAY
weekends
equipment,
and
rewith
5pm
from
ter
loaded
tic,
Anything
ment
&LSO
Window
1986 YZ 80. Very good
BILL Musser. Yardwork,
aluminum
small additions cializing in new roofs re
to
modeling
Combo With Diamond Wincondition. $500. '492-8376 velour interior,
treetrimming, fencing.
wheels, good tires, EXCEL1111110
dow
to your home 13yrs exper- roofs, and tear -offs
520
after 6pm.
436-2043
Guaranteed work
1,ENT CONDITION,$9850.
ience, all work guaranteed
Delivery & Installation
Boats
502-753-7941
after
753-4418
fin1990 GOLDWING Honda Call 753-7668 days of
concrete
at
brick,
Kyle
Call
BLOCK,
& Motors
11125 Single Doors
SE 1500 with helmet, 753-2394 nights.
ishing. Basements foot- 3pm for a free estimate
$OO Comb. Doors
1978 EVENRUDE 70hp
trailer. 7500 miles.
ings, garages, drives
Hiller Furnaces end
489-2995
walks. 30yrs. experience.
1990 ESCORT, 2dr auto- with tilt. 753-2249 after
Air Conditioning
13yrs. in Murray area.
with air, new tires 5pm.
Phone
502-492-8488
BANCHEE 4-wheeler, very matic
753-5476 Charles Barnett.
miles. See at Piggly WAYNE Darnell Marine.
641
Hwy.
fast, good condition. Low
Wiggly. Must sell $4250. Complete, boat and motor,
436-5384.
BRICK, vinyl, concrete por* N. Hazel *
753-2079.
repair and service. All work
and sidewalks
ches
624 N. 4th St., Murray
SUZUKI RM 250, 1989
1990 FORD Taurus SHO, guaranteed. Fiberglass A LAWN Mowing Service, cleaned. Murray Pressure
753-4832
sell
or
753-6374
Washing Service
27,000 miles, 5-speed, specialist. Buy,
trade. Used boats, motors 436-5265.
192-8568.
Specializing in front wheel drive,
loaded. Extra nice
180
and trailers. Salvage parts
ALL Round house and yard
435-4250.
overdrive, automatic & standard
Auto
1 mile from Murray on Hwy maintenance. Mow, trim, BRYON'S LAWN SERestimates
transmissions.
Free
VICE
1990 JEEP Wrangler. A/C, 94E. 753-0079.
Servkee
clean gutters, rake yard,
very dean, low miles. Must
trim bushes, haul trash, 489-2691 after 5pm
We Service What We Sell
EXPERT repair on factory sell $7900. 753-9775.
small construction work, CARPENTRY, framing,
530
stereos, 1-day service on
* FREE ESTIMATES *
vehicle maintenance. Free roofing, foundations
most. Installation '4 price. CAR Stereo Installation
Services
estimates Call Scott 436-5598.
Offered
Bear's Audio and World of 753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty
753-1235.
Sound, 753-1107, Music. Murray's Alpine Car
CHARLIE Davidson. All
Audio Specialist. Dixieland AAA Additions. Decks, ALPHA Builders - Carpen753-5865
types of roofing and reCenter, 1 block from MSU vinyl siding, carpentry try, remodeling, porches,
pairs. Torch down rubber
NEW bug shields for pick- dorms.
work, house and floor level- roofing, concrete, drive- roofing. 753-5812.
ups and vans, foreign and
ing, drive-ways. 40+ years ways, painting, mainte
domestic, clear and smoke
experience. Free esti- nance,etc. Free estimates CHIM Chim Chimney
tint. $19.50/ea. Pick-up bed
Sweeps has 10% senior citimates. Call collect 489-2303.
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
mats, $34.50/ea. Key Auto
zen discounts. We sell chim901-247-5173.
Parts Hwy 121S. 753-5500.
AL'S hauling, yard work, ney caps and screens.
concrete work,sidewalks & patios covered
1981 GMC customized
tree removal, mowing. Free 435-4191.
with brick. Remodeling, decks, additions,
van, $4000. 759-4406.
190
estimates. 759-1683.
COLSON Lawn Service.
Used
Fireplaces a specialty.
garages.
Voyager
PLYMOUTH
1992
APPLIANCE REPAIRS Professional mowing and
Cars
SE van, only 1200 miles,
15 yrs. Exp. Free Estimates
Factory trained by 3 major trimming. Guaranteed low1985 CUTLASS Calais, loaded, like new, way bemanufacturers. Most parts est rates, $15-$80 per
"Quality Lawn &
Call 527-8275 or 1-800-339-4312
loaded, excellent condition low dealers cost. 1986
in stock, on my truck. All month, most yards
Services"
Landscape
El
1977
$2700.
Van,
Astro
For a Job Done Right Because We
247-9881,
247-2981,
work and parts warranted 4 8 9 - 2 5 2 5 ,
753-5726
Camino, nice, $1050489-2150
- Ask for Andy at The Ap- 1-800-638-3921.
Guarantee Our Work. 753-0603.
pliance Works, 753-2455.

NEAR university Small but
spacious 2 or 3br, newly
decorated $29,000
753-8642

•

Mathis Transmission
Service

"!r-

Smith Masonry &
Home Improvement

WHAT EVERYONE HAS WAITED FOR!!

rJr-
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TWO SUPERB FARMS!!

ate
ns

MIN

A

Ind
93
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rge

SATURDAYIMARCH 281_1992

245 ACRES± IN TWO PROPERTIES BEING OFFERED IN 12 PARCELS 1:00 P.M. - REGARDLESS OF WEATHER

Selling To The Highest Bidder Regardless Of Price
NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!

DANNY CUNNINGHAM FARMS
NEAR MURRAY & HARDIN, KY.
MINI TRACTS CLOSE TO TOWN

'THESE TWO PROPERTIES ARE DESERVING OF YOUR

ATTENTION!!
YOU BY!!

•

"".

DON'T LET THESE FINE OPPORTUNMES PASS
dal
ick
dal

FARM *1

0
0
A
T

0

FARM #2

PENNY RD.

FIRST AUCTION

PENNY RD.

Being 140 Acrest
Near Hardin, Ky.
Goes On The Auction Block At 1:00
P.M. SHARP! From
641 At The Traffic
Lights, Take Hwy
80 West 2 Miles To
Penny Road, Proceed South 1 Mile
To Auction! Auction To Be Held On
Site Regardless Of
Weather.

SECOND AUCTION

ELLIS WRATHER RD.
PENNY RD.

.1,

ACRES

6
cc

it4
9.0

Both Farms Will Be Offered In Tracts Individually,Then In Combination Of
Tracts, Or In Each Farm's Entirety As To Adopt The Highest Selling Price

Being 103 Acrest
Near Murray, Ky.
Goes On The Auction Block Immediately Following The
Sale Of Farm #1.
From Murray Take
Hwy 641 North 4
Miles To Hwy 464,
Proceed West .2
Mile To Flint Church
Road, Proceed
South .7 Mile To
Ellis Wrather Road,
Proceed West 1.2
Miles To Auction!
Auction To Be Held
On Site Regardless
Of Weather.
••

111111111NIN $

— FREE — BAR-B-QUE AT 12:00 NOON

EVERYONE WELCOME!!

UNDER NO OBLIGATION!! DON'T MISS THIS AUCTION!!

ANIANIIILAS 1111Po"
: e uccess ul
Purchaser Will Be Required To Make An
Earnest Money Deposit Of 15% Of The
Purchase Price In Guaranteed Funds
And Sign A Real Estate Purchase Contract The Day Of The Auction With Full
Balance Being Due In 30 Days!!

7

OM sr.

Although All Materials In This Adviwesement Is Obtained From Sources Deemed Rillable.Thb Auctioneer,Real Estate Broker And Owners Make No Warranty Or Guarantee
Expressed Or Implied As To The Accuracy Of The Information Herein Contained. It is
For This Reason That The Buyers Should AvaN Themselves The Opportunity To Make
Inspection Prior To The Auction. Al Information Concerning Descriptive Plats And
Acreages Have Been Derived From Public Records In Calloway County, Kentucky.
Dimensions And Acreages May Vary Slightly From Those Advertised. Al Announcements Day Of Sala Take Precedence Over AN Other Printed Adverlieementell

•
•

'

..

JAMES R CASH
AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY
502-623-8466 - FAX 502-623-8885
"THE SELLING MACHINE'
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CLASSIFIEDS
510
4

Simko;
011owd

Service*
Offered
GARDEN tilling No job too
small up to 1 acre
753 1484 leave message
GENERAL Repair plumbrig roofing tree work
436 2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding paint
ing Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
terences 489 2267
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
mercial continuous gutters
installed tor your speohca
!ions Cat Sears 75.3 2310
'.)r tree estimate
HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling. paint
irig wa;ipaper carpentry
rloor covering No job too
srnal 436 2052
.
NEED your gutters cleaned
or repaired/ Call 753-0834
PAINTING interior and ex
tenor Duality work Over
20 years experience Ralph
Worley 436 5625
PLUMBING Repairs We
work on mobile homes
24 hour emergency same
day service 489-2525
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255
PLUMBING - Free esti
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 492 8816
REFINISHING stripping
custom woodworking
753-8056

HANDYMAN will do plumb
wig. electric and carpentry
Reasonable rates
753-0596
HpME Repairs Will do car
pentry. painting plumbing
and electrical 436-2575 at
ter 5pm
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for tree estimate
Gallimore
JAMES C
Electric Fast efficient
courteous service
759-1835
KITCHEN CABINET RE
COVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrarn for
mica, all colors Free est,
mates Wulft s Recovery
Murray 436-5560
L AND L Lawn Service
Free estimates Call after
5pm 753 4(30 1

T C Dinh Repair and Main
tenance Electrical Clean
trig Sewer 1210r 1212 Main
Street 753 6111 office
753-0606 after 5pm
TENNESSEE Rrver lnsula
Don Decrease your utility
bills with adequate insuia
Don AN types of insulation,
old and new homes Free
estimates 901 642 9174
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licenced in
sured Estimate available
759-4690
THERMALINE Replace
rnent Windows Custom
built, easy dean Senior a
tizens discounts 759 4433
after 3pm
TREE Trimming and light

:Ail 1)4sid at 753-trikri R:foi
en.cs a% a i:Ahle.
LEE S Carpet Cleaning
For a; your carpet and up
hoistery clean•ng
753 5827 Free c•r-,t
Deport ce't'
Stainmaster

Service Center cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street
Almo Open 9 12 1-5
Mon Fri 753-0530

LOCAL-Earperter arc in
tenor painter Guarantee
iowest rates in toiAn
years qua.), i.ripe'
"59 t672

ROGER Huds-on rock haul
irg gravel sand dirt drNe
*ay foci, 753 4545
753 676.3

NACELLE n o'-.
.nter or Exte,
oamt ng
an ,t
rates Oa
E
489 275:asv

WILL do mowing arid light
hauling 753 4355
WILL do plumbing instaNabon and repairs All guaranteed 753 4355 753-1134
WILL mow yards ReAfton
able rates Free estima
il'45
753 7032 before 3 30prn
YARD landscaping wi20
years experience Breaking
and disking gardens bushhogging No jobs too big or

According to Miss Miner,Dr. Mark
Malinauskas, director of the Honors
Program at Murray State, also encouraged ha to submit it for publication. I

owe, many, many thanks to Dr.
Malinauskas and Dr. Bartolucci," she
said.
In the essay, Miss Miner concluded
that the political correctness movement could evolve into a paradigm as
defined in Thomas S. Kuhn's 1962
book titled "The Structure of Scientific Revolutions." She also referred
to "How Can a Mataphor Participate
in Paradigm Shift" by Ernie Sibley to
argue that the movement has the
potential to become "the entire constellation of beliefs, values, techniques, and so on shared by members
of a given community." However, her
paper states,"This society is not ready

for a revolution yet ... We are going to
witness a societal paradigm change
sooner or later. PC is merely a
symptom of what is yet to come."
Although she admitted she had
"barely even heard of PC before the
convocation," Miss Miner said she is
very proud of her accomplishment.
I feel really good about getting this
published."
The 21-year-old University Scholar is a member of several honor
societies at Murray State, including
Psi Chi, Alpha Chi and Gamma Beta
Phi. She will graduate from Murray
State in May. She plans to enter a
graduate program of study in the field
of psychology after graduation.

Millionaire by the age of 22 to speak at MSU
Ms. Pedersen, a native of Buffalo,
N.Y., left the University of Michigan
at age 18 in 1983 after one semester
for an entry-level job on the trading
floor of the American Stock Exchange.
Her rise in the financial markets of
the 1980s was meteoric. She had
become a full-fledged options trader
within a year and at the age of 20 was
the youngest person in stock market
history to get a seat.
A partner in a Wall Street firm at
the age of 21, she was still an

Laura Pedersen, the former stock
options trader who had become a
millionaire by the age of 22, will
speak at Murray State University on
Tuesday evening, March 24.
To begin at 7:30 p.m. in the
ballroom of the Cunis Caner, her
presentation sponsored by the University Center Board will focus on
investment and business opportunities and on choosing and pursuing a
successful career.
The lecture is open to the public at
no admission charge.

WEST Ky Aluminum Put
an end to costly painting

and draft windows with Alcoa Siding and Certain
LITWILLER Bu.ding Fa-- Teed Replacement Winand residential set up for dows
Bill Speed,
large projects Our tusi 492 8103
ness is built on qua. 1-,
382-2214

Ranolucci's honor seminar in science
during the spring 1991 semester, she
submitted the paper to him as a class
assignment and presented it at the
Honors Convocation, which dealt
with Political Correctness.
"There were a few people at the
convocation who talked about it, but it
wasn't really that big of a deal," Miss
Miner said. When Dr. Bartolucci told
her the paper was good enough for
publicauon, "First of all, I laughed at
him," she recalled.

Most college students only dream
of getting national recognition for the
long hours of research and diligent
work they put into the papers they
write for cowses. For Karen Miner of
however, that
Mulkeytown,
when her
reality
a
became
dream
work tided "PC: Symptoms of a
Paradigm Change" was published in
the winter 1992 edition of the "National Honors Report."
Miss Miner is a senior psychology
major and Spanish minor at Murray
State University. The daughter of
Charles and JoAnn Miner, she is a
member of the Murray State Honors
Program.
Whik she was enrolled in Dr. Luis

%•S ‘1()%%1M;
hauling Free estimates
.1,..pend 436 2102 ask for Luke
.4111 1,01111eklIIC
.htc, re4sonahl,, pri.cJ, 4113
.111 3.6.1 Olt ,yob right, pic.i,e VCR REPAIR Wood VCR

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting plumbing con
aete Free estimates Call
474 23C7

SAM'S Yard Service Mow
trimming haul rig
-53 •"59e -Free estrmateS

SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
753-5484

Student gets national recognition for paper

Horoscope
TODAY'S CHILDREN are outgoing, competuo e and eager to w in the
approval of people in authonty . Their. let erness in the c lassosim could make
them more popular w ith the teacher than w ith their peers. Wdling to work
long hours to achieve success. these \nes sins e hard for professional status
and financial security Highly choos\ about their mates. thes tend to mans
later in life The ideal spouse w ill share their ambition and dedication to work.
• • • Irt a cc,ised and updaled,orn

Jean -I;,
Ffnd 1..ur
flew
Andtr.• and kicyrel P I I fin.
l),on ,
ndfra , and kl, \ler;

• • 'W.••••1
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t•,1,••
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1,
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For >our personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. hased on your ow ti
hill y otO/C cents
.1 minute
Witt:of birth. call I -900-9S's 7-X8. Yourphonecompans w

1,1 First' sit %N. %.1 %RUH 25. 1992
MOODY Moon
_
436-5430
smali
too
Pii5.‘"uP and
our routine todas Frs not to dwell
- HAPPY BIRTHbAl'AN THE
work gua ,arteec
YARD mowing trimming
SEPTC TANK SERVICE
NEXT YEAR OF YOLK LIFE: un an upsetting experience 1 ake a
753 5668
odd 'obis Hauling mulch
Repair replacement new
more imag mato c approach to a V, ork
Nurture an artistic or musical talent
MOWING Yard Work At gravel dirt sealing drrve- Mat has been neglected in the recent
installation pumping sew
project
estimates
ways
Free
Errs footings basements
fordable retabie eff,c,ert
PIS('ES Feb. 1 9-Mart 21h, A
past A challenging new work 4-.436 5501
Backhoe loader service
Free estimates
incrase your
stroke of good luck improves the
signrnent in June
BRENT ALLEN 759-1515
atmosphere at work, The da‘ gets(if
self-confidence Renew yourpassport
SEWING machine repair
to an excellent start An unexpected
it planning to tras el abroad for busi' Kenneth Barrin
reunion with an old friend can gise
ness next September A business
753 2674
NOU a decided business ads antage.
obstacle will be us ercome and longterm financial gains recorded fis
SHEETROCK finishing
cusi
KJTCHIEN CABINETS
textured ceilings Larry
December Ask tor a raise early in
CUSTON WOODWORKING
too;
Chnsman 492-8742
All Types Of
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
Cleaning
Touch
SPECIAL
Custom Woodworking
singer Aretha Franklin,
IS I)
ti
Services A litde help goes
spot-1,c aster How ard Cosell. feminist
a long way General house
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
lona Stemem.rock star Elton John
keeping & more Reason
-Drop by & see our showroom
anis, rates and references
ARIES iMarch 21 -April 191.
40,
4041 S,0418-FI,f 164JARAY (Baa,nd iii,, 8.
N
.
'.....
Call Karen at 753 7381
153
-There could he an obstacle in sour
evenings
path today and possibly sonic cross
words. too. An intelligent concession STORAGE Buildings
8x10 as low as $500
cc ill sols e es erything Romance perks
Decks and all types buildup >our spirits this evening.
ing and remodeling
TAURUS (April 20-May 201.
759 1039 or 474-2318 ask
-Fhink before you speak. Critical
for Matt
comments could disturb work relations or undermine a recent agree_ YARD mowing landscaPtrig tree trimming and tree
ment. It romance has been tense lately .
removal Free estimates
New Homes
bocci. on your platonic relationships
Tim Lamb 436-2528
GENIINI (May 21 -June 20).
Residential'- Commerciai
YARD mowing, hauling
unwise financial or employment
Additions - Metal Pole Barns
tree trimming odd tobs, city
change could cause chaos. Do not let
15 Yrs Experience • Free Estimates
or county 437-4703
your anxieties get the hest of you
proposals will not
Pie-in-the-sky
YARDS mowed C 'y or
Route :1, Box 390
PHONE
bring the results you want
county Reasonable & de
Benton Ky 42025
502-437-3026
pendable 492 8568
CANCER (June 21 -July 2:n:
A-ork pressures could lead you to
lock horns with someone whose c ooperation you need. Be careful not to
say something you will regret. Ern
phasize team spirit Tackle household chores.
LEO (July 23-Aug 22 Apply
power to a tough task
your sc
iard tricks_ hoping to find a favor- Diligent effort sparks a wonderful
able division in oil her diamonds or transformation Be c auto ius in It
II
NI
spades and so acquire a twelfth trick nancial matters. Business must conic.
When neither hope materializes, he
•A Q
hefore pleasure tonight: loced iinc.
V 9h
finishes down one
understand
• A :n But if South is familiar with
!WM (Aug. 21-Sept 221hearth
of
ing
k
the
ducks
he
squeezes,
4A Q
for hUs), day! Romance or Low,
up
at trick one The purpose of this play
EAST
wEsT
are easily won. Welcome charigin
is to 'rectify the count.' meaning
•.1 9 fi
4
7._)•
Dress to impress if
circumstances.
V Xti 7 If
that declarer has all the remaining
✓ K Q .1 2
,on
attending a business dinner
•.1 914:;
tricks except one. instead of all the
•4 2
cention
46s 3
remaining trm ks except two
•7 fi 5 2
11.111RA (Sept. 23-Ott .22.
I art's say West cont iflues with the
St 117TH
may base to put your time at
queen of hearts South wins and
•K
mit
sOrtlelline •s disposal toda,.
cashes four club tricks. hoping to
•A 1b7
become impatient at this turn ot
other
the
squeeze one opponent or
• K Q (i 3
esents Favorable influences make it
out of an otherwise sure trick In the
•K .1 94
possible for you to tie up II WI IW ends
actual case, this method of play suc- rather quickly.
The bidding
ceeds East can safely discard a heart
North
South West
East
SCORPIO (Ott. 2 1 NO\ 21
on the third round of clubs, but he
6 NT
Pass
1 NT
Pass
Romance begins to heat up Aciad
must then discard a spade or a dia- taking any action that goes the im()pen ng lead — king of hearts
mond on the fourth club and thus pression you are doing something
There is a term in bridge called
'rectifying the count " The expres- present declarer with his twelfth underhanded. Toilay•s eftorts base
sion means very little to most play- trick.
greater salue than you can imagine
It is not easy to recognize at the
ers, because squeezes — the subject
SAGITTARICS Sin 22-Dec,
it applies to — are generally re- outriet the importance of ducking 21 Your relationships on the home
gard::: an too advanced for the 'av- the king of heart'. at trick one The front improve. hived ones air willerage' player to understand How- duck seems purposeless — but noth- ing to assume more responsibility
ever, this is a misconception based ing could be further from the truth, Catch upon routine work at the office.
since it creates the 'all but one' Rocking the romantic boat tonight
more on fantasy than fact
For exam pie,take th is deal where situation that is sooften required for would he a mistake
South gets to six notrump and West a successful squeeze. Even if a player
CAPRICOR1S(De( 22-Jan 19
is not able to visualize the position Those of you whose values are
leads the king of hearts When
dummy appears. declarer counts his that may develop later in the play. spiritual rather than worldly w
sure winners and finds he has only he should still make the technique benefit most today. A fortunate trend
part of his standard operating pro- favors your close personal relationAngie Herndon
11 of them.
If South is unfamiliar with cedure, and occasionally he will be ships. Put more excitement Into rorewarded by a squeeze that seems to mance.
Squeezes. he wins the king of hearth
materialize out of nowhere.
highhis
all
cashes
and
ace
with the
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. Itt):
You may he glad to get back into
Tomorrow The allomportant time factor.

undergraduate at New York University when she became a millionaire.
During a typical trading day, she
would buy and sell $2 million worth
of securities.
The process was virtual combat.
Ms. Pedersen emerged from the pit
each day with torn and food-stained
clothes and cuts and bruises, barely
able to speak from shouting orders all
day and deafened by the roar of the
trading floor.

She left the Amex in 1989 after the
second Wall Street crash,suffering, as
she describes it, "midlife crisis at 24."
She is now vice president of a Pittsburgh-based satellite television company and much in demand on the
college lecture circuit.
Her book titled "Play Money: My
Brief But Brilliant Career on Wall
Street" offers a wryly sardonic and
candid look at the way Wall Street
really works.

High school foreign language
festival to begin Thursday
Murray State University will host
the regional high school Foreign
Language Festival on Thursday,
March 26, from 8 aim to 4 p.m.
Competitions for four levels of
students will be held in speaking,
recitation, testing, drama, chorus and
exhibits. Upper-level foreign language students at Murray State and
foreign-speaking community members will judge the contests which
cover French, German, Latin and
Spanish.
The festival is sponsored by the
Department of Foreign Languages at
Murray State and the Kentucky Council on Teaching of Foreign Languages. According to Claire Resig,
foreign language department secretary at MS U,35 high schools from the
area have submitted nearly 1,400
entries to be judged at the competition.

Winners in the various categories
qualify for the state competition to be
held on May 16 at the University of
Kentucky.
For more information about the
Foreign Language Festival, contact
the Murray State Department of Foreign Languages at (502) 762-2501.

A&A Auto &
Van Rental
"Daily & Weekly Rentals
'Clean, Dependable Cars

& Vans
•Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
_

East Main St.
IMO
753-4461

NEWSPAPER
ADVERTISING-

Ilk

DAVID SMITH

— Construction

IT WORKS.

Contract Bridge

"When a businessperson has
valuable information his or her
clientele want to know...its obvious the Ledger can communicate your ideas to a large number of people.
Directly attributable to my
Ledger advertising efforts during the last 3 months,Jam being
contacted by record levels of
people and this is resulting in
record levels of business."

Rectifying the Count

Bob Cornelison
Farm Bureau Insurance

Let Angie or one of our other
Advertising Representatives
help you advertise your business.

Call

753-1916

Mirrray Ledger 8r Times
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Looking Back

"roday in History
days
Today is Tuesday. March 24, the 84th day of 1992. There are 282
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
in Berlin
On March 24, 1882, German scientist Robert Koch announced
tuberculosis.
for
responsible
that he had discovered the bacillus
On this date:
colonIn 1765, Britain enacted the Quartering Act, requiring American
soldiers.
British
to
ists to provide temporary housing
between ChiIn 1883, long-distance telephone service was inaugurated
cago and New York.
program
In 1932, a New York radio station WABC broadcast a variety
Maryland.
in
train
moving
from a
future
In 1934, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed a bill granting
Philippines.
independence to the
In 1976, the president of Argentina, Isabel Peron, was deposed by her
country's military.
In 1980, one of El Salvador's most respected Roman Catholic Church
leaders, Archbishop Oscar Arnulfo Romero, was shot to death by gunmen
as he celebrated Mass in San Salvador.
In 1986, U.S. and Libyan forces clashed in the Gulf of Sidra in the
Mediterranean. Libya fired missiles that missed U.S. aircraft; the U.S.
_retaliated, hitting two Libyan patrol boats and a missile battery.
In 1989, the nation's worst oil spill occurred as the supertanker Exxon
Valdez ran aground on a reef in Alaska's Prince William Sound and
began leaking 11 million gallons of crude.
Ten years ago: By a vote of 58-36, the U.S. Senate failed in its first
attempt to override a veto by President Reagan, upholding the president's
refusal to accept standby authority to ration crude oil supplies.
Five years ago: An auorney for evangelist Jim Bakker accused television evangelist Jimmy Swaggart of trying to take over the PTL Club ministry — an accusation Swaggart denied.
One year ago: Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkopf, the American commander
of Operation Desert Storm, told reporters in Saudi Arabia the United
States was closer to establishing a permanent military headquarters on
Arab soil. In liberated Kuwait, banks reopened for the first time since
Iraqi troops had shut them down the previous December.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Norman Fell is 67. Fashion and costume
designer Bob Mackie is 52. Actress Donna Pescow is 38. Actor Robert
Carradine is 38.
Thought for Today: "Not to be able to grow old is just as ridiculous as
to be unable to outgrow childhood." — Carl G. Jung, psychiatrist
(1875-1961).

Ten years ago
A budget of S16,155,039 has
been approved for 1982-83 fiscal
year by the Board of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Walter Apperson, Paul Kiesow,
Bill Kopperud, Melvin Henley and
Dr. Rob Williams have been
elected as new directors of MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce.
Pictured is A.J. Wells buying a
ticket to the annual Civitan Pancake Day on March 27 at Trenholm's Restaurant from Civitans
Prentice Dunn and Hoyt Roberts.
Winners of Murray Women's
Bowling Association Tournament
at Corvette Lanes were Sondra
Rice, singles and all events: Marge
Hinman and Lois Smith, doubles;
Lois Smith, all events; Thurman
Furniture Team composed of
Ethelene McCallon, Isabel Parks,
Verona Grogan, Mary Harris and

at a meeting of Sigma Department
of Murray Woman's Club.
Forty years ago
Five families flooded out by rain
on March 22 were given assistance
by Calloway County Chapter of
American Red Cross, according to
Mrs. Mary Pace, executive
secretary.
Cpl. James S. Klapp, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Norman Klapp of Murray,
has been assigned to the Auditor
General's Office in Weisbaden,
Germany. He has been stationed at
Langley Air Force Base.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. H.L. Carter, March
17.
Miss Aria Dunn was honored at
a party in celebration of her 85th
birthday at Hazel Methodist
Church.
James F. Huie of Detroit, Mich.,
has been the guest of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Li!bum Huie.

DEAR ABBY: Please help the
American Diabetes Association find
7 million Americans who are missing
vital medical treatment and who may
be at high risk for heart disease,
kidney disease,stroke,blindness and
amputation.
There are 14 million Americans
who have diabetes, and half of them
do not know they have the disease.
These people need to be reached before they suffer from one ofthese lifethreatening complications.
You can help by running the
Diabetes Risk Test in your column
during the American Diabetes Alert

Unexplained weight loss
on March 24, as we urge Americans oflife fora person with diabetes,
3
Yes
across the country to"Take the Test, I am printing the Diabetes Risk
Blurry vision from time to
Know the Score." This simple test Test you recommend for my
2
Yes
time
can help determine if there is a risk readers:
"Take the Test, Know the 2. I am over 30 years of age.
for having diabetes, and if a doctor
1
Yes
Score"
should be contacted.
With your help, we can improve 1. I have been experiencing one 3. I am at least 20 percent over
and save lives by enabling people to or more of the following symp- my ideal weight.
2
Yes
toms on a regular basis:
find out if they have diabetes.
a woman who has had
am
I
4.
JAMES S. SKYLER, M.D.,
Excessive thirst
more than one baby weighing
PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
3
Yes
more than nine pounds at birth.
DIABETES ASSOCIATION
urination
Frequent
2
Yes
3
Yea
DEAR DR. SKYLER: Since
5. I am of native American InExtreme fatigue
early intervention can make a
dian descent.
1
Yes
critical difference in the quality
1
Yes
6. I am of Hispanic or black
American descent.
1
Yes
7. I have a parent with diabetes.
1
Yes
S. I have a brother or sister with
By GARY LARSON diabetes.
2
Yes
Now,add up your score.If you
scored three to five points, you
are probably at low risk for diabetes. If you scored more than
five points, you may be at high
risk, or even have diabetes. See
your doctor, and don't delay.
For more information on diabetes, contact your local American Diabetes Association orsend
a self-addressed, stamped (29
cents)envelope to The American
Diabetes Association National
Center, 1660 Duke St., Alexandria, Va. 22314.
And now, an update from a
reader who saw the Diabetes
Risk Test last year.
DEAR ABBY: You may have
saved many lives last year by publishing the Diabetes Risk Test of the
American Diabetes Association. You
also published my letter about the
close call my daughter Jeannette
had because of her delay in seeing a
doctor about some of the symptoms
given on that test.
I'm happy to tell you that
Jeannette is managing her diabetes
well and plans to use her degree in
drama to spread the word about the
risks of diabetes and the help which
is available to those who have it.
Gratefully ...
JOHN B. d'ARMAND,
JUNEAU, ALASKA

THE FAR SIDE

AND NOW I'M THINKING
ABOUT THE Nerr THING
I'LL. DO.. AND I-10W TO
DO IT' RIGHT

CALVIN and HOBBES
vbM REALLY BUGS PAE IS
KNOWING ILL PRoBABLI

CoNtE UP WITH A MUC_1-1
SHARPER RETORT- S0titU94?_
_
TOHIGHT- ,
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aim

CATHY
EACH CLASSIC, PIECE IS /1/4
INVESTMENT IN A TIMELESS,
ETERNAL LOOK THAT WILL
NEVER GO OUT OE STYLE!

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

Crosswords
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

1 Ventilate
4 Anton ID
6 Trap
11 Walks
wearily
13 Soup dish
15 Babylonian
deity
16 Passageway
18 Distance
measure
19 Vessel's
curved
planking
21 Den
22 Tin symbol
23 Ingredient
26 Timid
29 Second of a
series
31 Judge
33 Diphthong
34 Paid notice
35 Small rug
38 Female ruff
39 Tantalum

I THINK 1.0E- SHCULD
Fvr some OF THE_
13MAKFIBLa TF-111.4C/3
CUT OF RE.fiCH.

GARFIELD
PLUCK ME
A CWICKEN?

11

12

15

16

DU

3-24 ® 1992 United Feature Syndicate
country
3 Sun god
4 Small plug
5 Shillong is
its capital
6 More strict
7 Greek letter
8 Limbs

1 The sweetsop
2 Tehran's

a

7

6

5

9

10

13••••14
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Ill

le

17

21

20

19

000 MM 00000
M011000 0000011
OW ()Dolma°
00 00M0 0111M0
MOM 0000 000
000013 0000 00
0000 0000
00 0000 00000
0100 0000 0000
OEM MOU0 00
00 0000000 0
MOOM00 000000
00000 PG UM

DOWN

4

3

2

1

Answer to Previous Puzzle

symbol
40 Roman 51
41 Name 01 12
Popes
43 Row
45 Sched. abbr.
47 Struck
50 Italian river
52 Kind of
cheese
53 N.J. cager
56 Scandinavian
58 Inclines
60 Brother of
Odin
61 Affirm;
assert
63 Walked
unsteadily
65 Choir voice
66 Near
67 Abstract
being

22
26

23 1

27 11

WI

PEANUTS

29 WI
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43
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47

ill
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WI
WI
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9 Checks
10 Moray
12 Mother
14 Neon symbol
17 Fabricated
20 Still
24 Lantern
25 Golfer's need
27 Detest
28 365 days
29 Bundle
30 Redact
32 Apportion
36 Three-toed
sloths
37 Drinking
glass
42 Father
44 Hostelry
46 Fruit
48 Crown
49 Doctrine
51 Unlock
54 Level
55 Spreads for
drying
56 Note of scale
57 In music.
high
59 Compass
point
62 Proceed
64 French
article

•
•

DEAR DR. GOTT: For the past
three years I've experienced chest
pain when walking rapidly or on an
upgrade. An internist, cardiologist
and gastroenterologist said this was a
classic example of angina.
I sought a second opinion and underwent a thallium stress test that
was normal and angina was ruled out
I was then diagnosed with a bleeding
ulcer, hiatal hernia, chronic esophagitis and chronic hypertrophic gastritis.
After all that. I still experience
chest pain and heaviness when walking. No one here can relieve my condition or give a diagnosis. What type of
doctor should I see?
DEAR READER.Chest pain during
exercise is, as you mentioned, the
classic symptom of angina, when the
heart muscle cramps because it is deprived of oxygen. However, the stress
test appears to have shown no abnormality, indicating that your coronary
circulation is OK.
As I have written before in this column, pain from ulcers or gastritis often mimics angina. This happens because many nerves from the heart
travel with those from the stomach
and the brain has difficulty differentiating one source from the other.
Evidently, in your case, peptic disease masqueraded as heart trouble.
with
Treatment of your condition
medicine such as Tagamet, Zantac or
Axid — should lead to improvement.
The gastroenterologist can advise you
and supervise your recovery.
In the event your pain persists after
your peptic problems have healed, I'd
take a conservative view and encourage you to return to your cardiologist
for further testing. In my view, this
would include coronary angiography,
a test to confirm adequate blood circulation to the heart.
Should all your doctors be at their
wits' end, you can request a referral
to a diagnostic clinic at a teaching
hospital. Regardless of the cause,
your chest pain should not be ignored
or disregarded.
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Dr. Gott

Crossing the village, Mowaka is overpowered by army
ants.(Later, bystanders were all quoted as saying they
were horrified, but "didn't want to get involved.")

LOOK I 60T A QUARTER
FROM THE TOOTH FAIRY

••

Dear Abby

BLONDIE

CLASSIC SHAPES, CLASSIC
STYLES, ALL DESIGNED TO
LAST A LIFETIME!

Jones, March 14.
Robert Lowe Jr. and Robert
Lowe Sr. are pictured with string
of crappie caught while fishing out
of Kentucky Lake.
Thirty years ago
W.Z. Carter, superintendent of
Murray City Schools, has been
granted a two months leave by
Murray Board of Education. He has
been selected to assist in the setting
up of a Bureau of Education for all
state corrective institutions. His
headquarters will be in Frankfort.
Harry Seville of York, Pa., has
been named as manufacturing
superintendent of Murray Division
of the Tappan Company.
Murray Civitan Pancake Day is
being held today at Rudy's
Restaurant and Day and Night
Resturant.
Janet Johnson, soloist, and David
Colley, pianist, students at Murray
State College, presented a program

Barbara Hendon, team winner.
Twenty years ago
Dr. Ralph W. Woods, WayIon
Rayburn and Nat Ryan Hughes, are
pictured. They are members of
Murray Rotary Club and all have
served as district governors of
Rotary.
Robert E. Moyer of Murray has
recently completed an oversaes
assignment for the International
Executive Service Corps in Iran.
He was in an advisory position for
three months. His wife, Mary,
accompanied him to Iran.
Dr. Alice Koenecke, head of
Home Economics Department at
Murray State University, spoke on
"Mature Growth" at a meeting of
Murray Business and Professional
Women's Club held at Murray
Woman's Club House.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Luz, March 13,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Edmon

Daily Comics

THERE ARE THREE WORDS 10
DESCRIBE SPRING DRESSING :
CLASSIC, CLASSIC A NO CLASSIC
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HOG MARKET
Mrs. Delores T. Wallin

Marvin Thorn

south of Hazel.
Survivors include her husband,
Tim Wallin, and two sons, David
Wallin and Michael Wallin, at
home; her mother, Mrs. August
Tao-ey, Philippines; five sisters:
two brothers; her parents-in-law.
E.C. and Bernice Wallin, Murray.

Arrangements remain incomplete
tor Mrs. Delores T. Wallin.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
v.ill be in charge.
Mrs. Wallin, 32, of 214 lrvan
St.. Murray, died Saturday at 1:50
p.m. in a two-vehicle accident on
S Highway 641, three miles

Miss Nancy Kaye Williams
Nts, Williams, 40, of 1710 Martuncral for Miss Nancy

The
Kaye Williams will be Wednesday
a: 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
.1:7,1 Simmons will officiate. Burial
ii follow in Elm Grove

tin's Chapel Rd.. Murray, died
Monday at 12:32 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Survivors include her mother,
Mrs. Dortha Williams. Murray;
three brothers, Lee Williams, Mario:L. Fla.. and lames Williams and
Larry Williams, Murray.

1 -7 :nds may call at the funeral

James K.(Jim Rock) Hudson
S..7;‘ors include his wife, Barh,17.! IL.dson, Murray: one daughter, Becky Hudson. Murray; three
s,,ns. Donnie Hudson and wife,
Cara. R:. 1. Dexter, Ronnie HudC, Ann, Rt. 1. Gilbertsund Lennie Hudson and wife,
K
k:. 1. Almo; IWO grandchil„:•,.:.. c71L: Nir. Mrs. Beulah
Cclhran and husband. Earl. Gary,
Ind
oL.r. brothers, Clayton Hudn.
Nelson Hudson,
Benton, Bryan Hudson. LaCenter,
and Wallace Hudson. Aurora.

1„Alrno,
n., home.
Tr I:C.

Phillip Mohler
.L. 20 a m. at Community
r.or Pn:llip MonMayfield.
Sars:sorsnclue his parents,
I err: and Leon Mohler, one sister,
l'asjiali. one niece,
s,..L.11. and his grand()la Mohler. all of.

a; 2 p.m. at MayGardens. Hilton
^curers v.,:re Brent Edwards.
11,17gr,Ae. Torn Hargrove.
r;ny Humphries, Ronald Adams
N1:ke Mohler.
fisrn Funeral Home of Mayfield
• 7, charge, of arrangements..
! 12r. 33. Mayfield. died

Mrs. Dortha
Jane Wynns
(•;.a.e:sIL: rites for Mrs. Dortha
Jane
.Wynns.will he today at 4:1 5
p.m at Murray City Cemetery...
John Dale wiii officiate.
Friends may call from 3 to 4
p.m. today at Miller Funeral Home
of Murray.
Her funeral as todas at 11:30
r..ni the L- hapel of Cole and Garre:: Funera: D.rec:0-s, Goodlettss Hie. Tenn. Davld Gregory

Stock Market
Report
ces As

DI 3 AM
C ng

Mrs. Wsnns, 6. of 3122 Meadow.side Lane. Nashville. Tenn..
died Sunday at Imperial Manor
Nursing Home. Madison. Tenn.
Survivors include her husband.
James C. Wynns: one son, Larry
Wynns, and two grandchildren.
Justin Wynns and Erie Wynns.
(;oodiettsville. Tenn one sister,
M.-, Louise Purdorn. Rt. 6, Murtwo troters. Joe Howell
and F. dAard Thornton.
„

Doss Jones Int A vs. ._.__...4.02
DJ IA Previews Close __.__3272.14
Air Products _.-_.-.-__ 4534 •
A.T.0. Class ..--.__ 57'
A T & T_._....--._._.. 41Pis • 'is
• 'Is
Bell South
Brivp & Stratton..__.- 5414 ow
_._.1 Tis Esc
Chrysler
.'Is
Del. Foods
mac
Enos.
Flier Price ._.__._.__._.393/. Esc
Ford Motor.._.-..._.__._.-. 40 sec
General Electric ...........71'4 lac
General Motors _._.__._ WI. /
4 'is
Goodrich._._._.__.-.—..511
Goody ear _._._._._.-_._ 6Pis • '13

Kentuckians who died
during war service
honored by memorial

lagersoll Rand __._.__.- 64sis mac
K Mart_._._.-.-..._.__ 541/4 • 1 .
K L Energy .-.__._..._. 24.•

FRANKFORT, Ky.. cAP) — The
names of more than 11800 Kentuckians who died in the service of
the nation are inscribed in the
state's newest war memorial that
was unveiled Monday.
The names are inscribed in black
stone that surround the War
Memorial tower in the Frankfort
Cemetery.
Gov. Brereton Jones, Adjutant
General Robert DeZarn and representatives of a host of veterans'
groups participated in the dedication ceremony on a bluff overlooking the Kentucky River.
Jim Richardson, director of the
cemetery and a member of the
memorial committee, said the
names were researched by National
Guard personnel and date back to
the War of 1812. The memorial is
current through the Persian Gulf
Conflict.

-46 • 'is
L G &
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Murray-Calloway County Hospital
He had been an employee of

Ralph (Larry) Wilcher
Ralph (Larry) Wilciter, 66,
Cadiz, died Monday at 1 a.m. at his
home. His death followed a lengthy
illness.
An Air Force veteran of World
War II, he was a farmer.
Born Oct. 8, 1926, in Stroud.
Okla., he was the son of the late
Emery Wilcher and Jetty Gross
Wilcher.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Jolene Wilcher, Cadiz; three
daughters, Mrs. Shelia Owens.
Mrs. Pat Quinn and Mrs. Janice
Shumaker; two sons, Steve Wilchcr
and Ralph Wilchcr; two stepdaugh-

ters, Mrs. John (Lorena) Sikking
and Mrs. David (Melissa) Perkins:
one stepson, Eric Raistrich; four
sisters, Mrs. Irene Picklesimer,
Mrs. Leota Johnson. Mrs. Shirley
Bostick and Mrs. Joyce Zike; four
brothers, Robert, Fred, Earl and
Dick Wilcher, 11 grandchildren.
No visitation will be scheduled
at Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz.
Friends may call at the Wilcher
home from 6 to 8 p.m. on
Thursday.
Expressions of sympathy may
take the form of donations to Pennyroyal Hospice, 805 S. Main,
Hopkinsvillc, Ky. 42240.

Mrs. Elaine Evell Joyce

C,:ese Hudson and Eva Mae Cossey
if,on.

r.;:es for James K. (Jim
11...dson are today at 2 p.m.
o:
Funeral
: 11..rras. The Res RanoW,:iat:r.g Mrs.
:s organist.
LOr.:11e
Dan Hud,
Ands Burkeen
s Henson.
:01 jo'a
Mather:y
:re Land Between the
'
▪

Marvin Thorn, 64, Rt. 1, Box 43,
Hazel, died Monday at 10 a.m. at

Mrs. Elaine Evell Joyce, 67, died
Monday at 10:30 a.m. at her home
of Rt. 1, Almo.
She was the widow of Willard
Joyce and the daughter of the late
Elias Gordon and Clara E. McNabb
Gordon.
Sur% is ors include one sister,

Mrs. Elvie Kirk, Paducah, one
niece and two nephews.
Graveside rites will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. at Mount Kenton
Cemetery. The Rev. Homer Fletcher will officiate.
Friends may call after 9 a.m.
Wednesday at Brown Funeral
Home, Mayfield.

Mrs. Rosemary Walker
Graveside services for Mrs.
Rosemary Walker will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Greenview.
Mrs. Walker, 62, died Saturday
at 730 p.m. after an illness of six
months.
Born July 31, 1929, at Moscow
Mills, Mo., she was the daughter of
the late Cordies A. Gatewood and
Mary Wagner Gatewood. One
brother, Ronald Andee, preceded
her in death.
Survivors include her husband,
Basil Walker, to whom she was
married on June 20,1 954; three
daughters, Mrs. Julita Potts and
husband. Mitchell, Springfield.

Ore., Mrs. Louise McBrideand husband, Kirk, Groveland, Calif., and
Mrs. Vanessa Beck and husband,
lace, Selma, Ore.; one son, Matt
Walker and wife, Lynn, Springfield, Ore.; four grandchildren; two
stepgrandchildren.
Other survivors ianclude her
mother, Mrs. Mary Gatewood, Selmer, Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs.
Ardith Ashe, Selmer, Tenn., and
Mrs. Laureen Hart, Hazel; three
brothers, C.A. Gatewood, Calgary,
Candaa, Vilas Gatewood, Phoenix,
Ariz., and Lindell Gatewood, Olive
Branch, Miss.
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Lou V. McGary

Beach•Bum n Lover of sun,
tun, beautiful scenery, and
cool clothes from

Does Your Policy Pay 100(%
of the Deductibles?

Camila:tin

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT

EVERY ITEM
IN THE STORE
FOR SPRING BREAK
ON SALE!

You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare does not pay.
$628 on Part A; $100 on Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FLUNG FOR MY

cuErcrs

753-7890 8 a.m.-8

p.m.

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC. a CCtIlY
500 S. 4th St. 753-6450N.
Open: Mon.-Frl 7-5 SA. 0-12

Ylee-A1C-Otecover

C.0011 twu 3/31
'
92

Ig•
*Free Beach Bum T-Shirt
Save 20-30% Off
*Free Beach Bags Given Away

Perfect for bordering shrubs,
walkways, drweways etc
Pressure traded to resist insects end decay 1104574

Plantation
D-4 White

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Geo, Inc.

'9,900

THE COOLEST SHORTS!
THE BEST B.U.M.• TOPS!
THE EtADDEST SHIRTS!
THE HOTTEST-STUFF!
THE SHARPEST T'S & TANKS!

DAP' Alex Plusn"
Acrylic Latex Caulk
Plus Silicone
-Pairveki. tor nter

11111V1111111.11111989 Chevrolet
"NAT ME
Camaro
7,/."
Cutoff-Rip Blade

ce or silents' us/
.25 year durannty
•OamistileWI ihes•
*Moo
coital
Brawn, gab GM
cads, Tan, Dot
Omer B. Ai
mod, Ow

MURRAY'S BEST STORE
NO DOUBT

Local, loaded, Hops, white, 31,xxx miles, #114922

Hwy. 641 South, Murray

Murray Sanitation Department for
19 years. He was a member of New
Providence Baptist Church and of
the Masonic Order.
Born March 8, 1928, at Almo, he
was the son of Pearl Dunn Thorn
and the late Victor Thorn. One sister, Nellie Irene Thorn, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Martha Marie Glasgow Thorn, to
whom he was married on June 5,
1962; three daughters, Mrs. Mary
Long, Humboldt, Tenn, Mrs. Bernice Nelson, Chicago, Ill., and Mrs.
Deborah Hart, Paris, Tenn.; one
son, Phillip E. Merrell, Puryear,
Tenn.; nine grandchildren; one
great-grandchildren.
His mother, Mrs. Pearl Dunn
lhorn, Dexter, survives along with
one sister, Mrs. Nlarrell Sheridan,
Crossland; six brothers, Ronald
Thorn, Don Thom, Dale Thorn and
Bobby Thorn, Dexter, Charles
Thorn, Chicago, III., and Wayne
"I horn, Crossland.
he funeral will he Thursday a
11 a.m. in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn. The
Rev. Steve Harper will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Wayne
Thorn, Shannon Crutcher, Joey
Crutcher, Chalres Sidney Lancaster, David Merrell and Billy Wayne
"1 horn.
Burial will follow in Bethel
Cemetery in Calloway County.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 11 a.m. Wednesday.
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